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— Illinois State Geological Survey radiocarbon
dates DC (Liu, Qiao Li, et al.)
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reservoirs in Adams, Brown, and Schuyler
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aeromagnetlc surveys see magnetic surveys
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Ecltinodermata: Unusual cdrioasteroids from
the Orchard Creek Shale (Late Ordovician),
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algae—khodophyta
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(Mudamburi, Zifambi)
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— Depositional environments and variability of
the Brereton Limestone Member (Pennsylva-
nian, Desmoinesian), an important coal mine
roof rock, in southwestern Illinois (Utgaard,
John E., et al.)
— Sedimentation on an abandoned delta-plain
peat swamp; the Middle Pennsylvanian Herrin
(No. 6) Coal, Energy Shale, Anna Shale, and
Brereton Limestone members, in southern Il-
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aquifers see ground water
archaeology see under stratigraphy
Archean see Precambrian
archeology see archaeology
a real geology
Mississippi River arch: The Mississippi River
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C, et al.)
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phasis on the Caseyville Formation (Son-
nefield, Robert D.)
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Altonian (early Wisconsinan) deposits in north-
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Age of surficial till of Boone and Winnebago
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(Shebl, M.A.)
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taphonomy: Taphonomy of ice-trapped coot
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B
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Stratigraphy of the sediments within the
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(Kempton, J. P.)
barium
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fresh water: The effect of river water on
phytotoxicity of Ba, Cd and Cr (Wang,
Wuncheng)
base metals see under economic geology; mineral
deposits, genesis
Big Cliffy Sandstone Member
Illinois Basin; technically influenced ramp
during Chesterian (Treworgy, Janis D.)
— Stratigraphy and depositional settings of the
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geochronology
Quaternary: Age of surficial till of Boone and
Winnebago counties, Illinois; a soil-geomor-
phic analysis (McKenna, Dennis P.)
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Glen Park, Warsaw (Collinson, Charles W.)
Pennsylvanian: A Morrowan/Atokan limestone
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Lithofacies distribution within the Maquoketa
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Phloem anatomy of the Carboniferous coenop-
terid ferns Anachoroptcris and Ankyropteris
(Smoot, Edith L.)
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Vascular cambium and wood development in
Carboniferous plants; I, Lepidodendrales
(Cichan, Michael A.)
Vascular cambium and wood development in
Carboniferous plants; II, Sphenophyllum
plurifoliatum Williamson and Scott
(Sphcnophyllales) (Cichan, Michael A.)
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Stratigraphy, depositional and diagenctic his-
tory of three Middle Pennsyl vanian
cyclothcms (Breezy Hill and Fort Scott lime-
stones), Midcontinent North America
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Brereton Limestone Member
Depositional environments and variability of
the Brereton Limestone Member (Pennsylva-
nia^ Desmoinesian), an important coal mine
roof rock, in southwestern Illinois (Utgaard,
John C, et al.)
Lithologic and thickness variations of the
Brereton Limestone in southwestern Illinois
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Sedimentation on an abandoned delta-plain
peat swamp; the Middle Pennsylvanian Herrin
(No. 6) Coal, Energy Shale, Anna Shale, and
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Brush Creek Coal
Tluee Virgillian coal beds, Mattoon Formation,
east-central Illinois (Weibel, C. Pius)
bryozoans—blostratlgraphy
Ordovician: Stratigraphical analysis of the Mid
Ordovician Trenton limestones from the Great
Lakes states (Sengupta, Arijeet)
Pennsylvanian: A Morrowan/Atokan limestone
from the lower Abbott Formation of southern
Illinois (Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
Depositional environments and variability of
the Brereton Limestone Member (Pennsylva-
nian, Desmoinesian), an important coal mine
roof rock, in southwestern Illinois (Utgaard,
John E., et al.)
Bureau County—environmental geology
geologic hazards: Erosion and landform
modification at a low-level radioactive waste
disposal facility near Sheffield, Illinois
(Gray, John R.)
waste disposal: Concepts and data-collection
techniques used in a study of the unsaturated
zone al a low-level radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield, Illinois (Healy, R. W., et
al.)
Erosion and landform modification at a low-
level radioactive waste disposal facility near
Sheffield, Illinois (Gray, John R.)
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A fluid inclusion study of tlie Burlington Lime-
stone (Mississippian), southeastern Iowa and
western Illinois (Smith, Francis dcSalcs)
— Carbonate microfacies of the Burlington
crinoidal limestone (Middle Mississippian),
western Illinois, southeastern Iowa, and north-
eastern Missouri (Gcrber, Murry S.)
— Determination of initial Sr-isotope composi-
tions of dolostones from tlie Burlington-
Keokuk formations (Mississippian) of Iowa,
Illinois, and Missouri (Banner, J. L., ct al.)
Fluorescence of carbonates; evidence that
growth zoning can be caused by dispersed or-
ganic matter (Cercone, Karen Rose, ct al.)
— Geochemistry of regionally extensive
dolomites, Burlington and Keokuk formations
(Mississippian), Iowa and Illinois (Banner,
Jay, et al.)
Near-surface and burial diagenesis of Missis-
sippian Burlington and Keokuk formations
(Kaufman, Jonathan, et al.)
Origin of cherts in the Burlington Limestone
(Middle Mississippian) of southeastern Iowa
and western Illinois (Seigley, L. S.)
Two stage cementation of the Burlington-
Keokuk limestones in Illinois, Missouri, and
Iowa (Cander, Harris S., et al.)
burrows see ichnofossils
cadmium
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geochemistry
fresh water: The effect of river water on
phytotoxicity of Ba, Cd and Cr (Wang,
Wuncheng)
calcareous algae see algae
Calhoun Coal Member
Coalification of organic matter in coal balls
from the Illinois Basin, United States (Lyons,
PaulC.,etal.)
Calhoun County—stratigraphy
Precambrian: Map of the morphology of the top
of Precambrian crystalline rocks in Illinois
(Sargent, Michael L.)
Cambrian see under stratigraphy under Johnson
County; Massac County; Pope County
Canada see Great Lakes region
Capron Till
Altonian (early Wisconsinan) deposits in north-
ern Illinois; a review (Curry, B. Brandon)
carbon—isotopes
C-J3IC-J2: Geochemistry of regionally exten-
sive dolomites, Burlington and Keokuk forma-
tions (Mississippian), Iowa and Illinois
(Banner, Jay, et al.)
The chemical and thermal evolution of fluids
in the Cavc-in-Rock District, Illinois; stable-
isotope systematics (Richardson, Catlierine
K.)
carbonate rocks see under sedimentary rocks
carbonates see under geochemistry; minerals
Carbondale Formation
Abundances and leachabilities of sodium and
chlorine in lithotypes of the Herrin Coal, Il-
linois Basin (Dcinir, I., el al.)
— Characteristic features and compaction of
plant tissues traced from pcrniineralized peat
to coal in Pennsylvanian coals (Desmoinesian)
from the Illinois Basin (Winston, Richard B.)
— Field trip guidebook to the geology of west-
central Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Introduction to the geology of west central
Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Relationship between geochemistry of coal
and the nature of strata overlying the Herrin
Coal in the Illinois Basin, U.SA. (Chou,
Chen-Lin)
Stop 8; Field trip 2A; Colchester Brick and
Tile Company quarry (McCracken, Willard
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Stop 9; Field trip 2A; Deformation features
in tlie Spoon and Carbondale formations, Ar-
gylc Lake State Park (McCracken, Willard
A.)
Vascular cambium and wood development in
Carboniferous plants; I, Lepidodendrales
(Cichan, Michael A.)
Vascular cambium and wood development in
Carboniferous plants; II, Sphenophyllum
plurifoliatum Williamson and Scott
(Sphcnophyllales) (Cichan, Michael A.)
Carboniferous see Mississippian; Pennsylvanian
Carroll County—economic geology
lead ores: Mississippi valley-type (MVT) sul-
fide mineral deposits associated with Plum
River fault zone (PRFZ) of Upper Mississippi
Valley (Ludvigson, G. A.)
Carthage Limestone Member
Standardizing stratigraphic nomenclature in the
Pennsylvanian System of the Illinois Basin
(Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
Unifying nomenclature in the Pennsylvanian
System of tlie Illinois Basin (Jacobson, R. J.,
et al.)
cartography see maps
Casey vllle Formation
Geology of Northwest Jackson County with
special emphasis on tlie Caseyville Formation
(Sonnefield, Robert D.)
Regional facies of the Caseyville Formation
(Lower Pennsylvanian) in Johnson and Pope
counties, Illinois (Bohm, Steven M.)
Structural and paleoenvironmental history of
the Pennsylvanian System in the Illinois Basin
(Palmer, James E.)
Trace fossils in the Abbott and Caseyville
formations of the Eddyville Quadrangle,
southern Illinois (Dcvera, Joseph A.)
Water resources of basal Pennsylvanian
sandstones in Perry, Jackson, and Randolph
counties, Illinois (Poole, Vickie Lynn)
cntaclnsltes Jff under metamorphic rocks
catalogs—liydrogeology
hydrology: Sources of climatologic, hydrologic
and hydraulic information in the Illinois River
basin, Illinois. Indiana, and Wisconsin (Cur-
tis, G. W.)
Cedar Valley Formation
Devonian stratigraphy in the Quad Cities area,
eastern lowa-northwesteni Illinois (Witzke,
Brian J., et al.)
Interpreting histories of cementation ot
heulcd brittle structures in the Plum River fault
zone of the Upper Mississippi Valley (Lud-
vigson, O. A.)
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—
geomorphology
— Palcoccology of Middle Devonian chilino-
zoans from (lie Grand Tower Limestone of
southwestern Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
Cenozolc see Holocene; Pleistocene; Quaternary
Champaign County
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geomorphology
fluvialfeatures: The Mahomet bedrock valley in
Illinois; an update (Heigold, P. C, et al.)
Champaign County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Provenance of late Wisconsinan
(Woodfordian) till and origin of the Decatur
Sublobe, east-central Illinois (Johnson, W.
Hilton, ct al.)
changes of level see under stratigraphy under
Great Lakes region
Cherokee Group
Stratigraphy, depositional and diagenetic his-
tory of three Middle Pennsylvaniancyclothems
(Breezy Hill and Fort Scott limestones). Mid-
continent North America (Knight, Kimbell
Lee)
Chltlnozoa see under palynomorphs
chlorine
—
geochemistry
coal: Abundances and teachabilities of sodium
and chlorine in lithotypcs of (lie Herrin Coal,
Illinois Basin (Demir, 1., ct al.)
— Sodium, chlorine, and trace elements in Il-
linois Coal; influence of shale partings on their
variability within a mine (Chou, C. L., et al.)
Chouteau Limestone
Geodes; occurrence, origin, and mineralogy
(Hess, David F.)
— The Mississippian System: a "made in
America" system (Merk, George)
chromium
—
geochemistry
fresh water: The effect of river water on
phylotoxicity of Ba, Cd and Cr (Wang,
Wuncheng)
Clark County—soils
maps: Tlie geomorphology of the Sangamon
surface; its spatial and temporal attributes
(Follmer, LeonR.)
clastic rocks see under sedimentary rocks
clastic sediments see under sediments
clay mineralogy—areal studies
Hancock County: Stop 2; Illinoian outwash and
Kellerville Till, Tennessee Sand and Gravel
Quarry (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Stop G-2; Field trip 2B; Occurrence and
mineralogy of Warsaw geodes, Geode Glen
Park, Warsaw (Hess, David F.)
Illinois: Clay mineral classification of the Kel-
lerville Till Member, western Illinois (Killey,
Myrna M.)
— Kaolin minerals in Illinois underclays
(Hughes, Randall E.)
— Origin of clay partings in the Herrin (No. 6)
Coal of the Illinois Basin (Russell, Suzanne
J-)
— Sandstone diagenesis in the Illinois Basin
(Shebl, M.A.)
— Shallow burial diagenesis of the Pennsylva-
nian Purington Shale (Moore, Duane M.)
— The Yorkville-Wadsworth Till Member
boundary in the southern sector of the Joliet
Sublobe, northeastern Illinois (Killey Myrna
M.)
McDonough County: Stop 8; Field trip 2A; Col-
chester Brick and Tile Company quarry (Mc-
Cracken, Willard A.)
clay mineralogy—experimental studies
bentonite: Potassium metasomatism and dif-
fusion in Cretaceous K-bentonites from the
Disturbed Belt, northwestern Montana and in
the Middle Devonian Tioga K-bentonitc, East-
ern U.SA. (Altaner, Stephen Paul)
Clear Creek Formation
Palcoccology of Middle Devonian chitinozoans
from the Grand Tower Limestone of south-
western Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
climate, ancient see paleoclimatology
Clinton County—stratigraphy
Precambrian: Map of the morphology of the top
of Precambrian crystalline rocks in Illinois
(Sargent, Michael L.)
Clinton Group
Middle Silurian (Niagaran) sea level cycles;
North America and Europe (Lehmann, P. J.,
etal.)
coal see under economic geology; geochemistry
see under economic geology under Jefferson
County; United States
see under geochemistry under chlorine;
deuterium; sodium; sulfur
see under humic acids under organic materials
see under hydrocarbons under organic materials
see under organic residues under sedimentary
rocks
see under sedimentary rocks under isotopes
coal
—
geochemistry
humic acids: Geochemical and petrographic
characterization of humic coals considered as
possible oil source rocks (Bertrand, Philippe)
macerals: Some chemical structural features of
coals of differing maceral distributions and
stratigraphy (Mudamburi, Zifambi)
Coelenterata see corals
Colchester Coal Member
Standardizing stratigraphic nomenclature in the
Pcnnsylvanian System of the Illinois Basin
(Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
— Stop 8; Field trip 2A; Colchester Brick and
Tile Company quarry (McCracken, Willard
A.)
— Unifying nomenclature in (lie Pcnnsylvanian
System of tlie Illinois Basin (Jacobson, R. J.,
etal.)
Coles County—economic geology
fuel resources: Exxon wildcats probe nortlicrn
basin (Gannan, Lynne)
Coles County
—
paleontology
Mammalia: New and large palaeomastodont
from Holocene of Illinois (Madden, Cary T.)
computer applications see data processing
congresses see symposia
Conodonta—occurrence
Mississippian: Vogelgnathus, a new Mississip-
pian conodont genus (Norby, Rodney D.)
conodonts
—blostratlgraphy
Carboniferous: Possible Devonian-Car-
boniferous boundary stratotypes in central
U.S.A., West Germany, and Austria
(Sandberg, C. A., et al.)
Devonian: Devonian stratigraphy in the Quad
Cities area, eastern Iowa-northweslcrii Illinois
(Witzke, Brian J., etal.)
Mississippian: Mid Carboniferous
biostratigraphic relations, southern Midcon-
tincnt. North America (Manger, Walter L.)
— Stop 4; Type Warsaw, Geode Glen Park,
Warsaw (Collinson, Charles W.)
Ordovician: Conodonts from the Everton
Dolomite (Middle Ordovician) in southern Il-
linois (Norby, Rodney D., et al.)
Pennsylvanian: A Morrowan/Atokan limestone
from the lower Abbott Formation of southern
Illinois (Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
Cook County—hydrogeology
ground water: Yield verification of a dolomite
aquifer in Northeast Illinois (Sasman, R T.,
etal.)
corals
—
paleoecology
Mississippian: Stop 7; St. Louis Limestone,
Colchester Stone Company quarry (Mc-
Cracken, Willard A.)
Crlnoldea see under Echinodermata
crust see under tectonophysics under United
Slates
cryptoexplosion features see under geomorphol-
ogy
crystal growth—carbonates
zoning: Fluorescence of carbonates; evidence
that growth zoning can be caused by dispersed
organic matter (Cerconc, Karen Rose, ct al.)
D
dams see under engineering geology
data processing see under geomorphology
data processing—economic geology
petroleum: Case histories of computers in oil
exploration; Part I, Polynomial trend surface
analysis (Maslyn, R. Mark)
data processing—engineering geology
foundations: Using a relational data-base
management system to help determine causes
of damage to structures in Illinois (Bradford,
Susan Carol, ct al.)
slope stability: Landslide inventory map and
data base: a first for Illinois (Killey, Myrna
M.,ctal.)
waste disposal: Applications of geographic in-
formation system to regional site screening for
a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility
in Illinois (Joluison, Thomas M., ct al.)
— Illinois statewide landfill inventory
(Dixon, William G., Jr.)
data processings
—
geomorphology
geograplty: Applications of a geographical in-
formation system to long-term ecological re-
search in Illinois (Orbock Miller, Suzanne
M.)
data processing—hydrogeology
ground water: An application of surface geo-
physics to evaluation of regional groundwater
resources (Gilkeson, Robert H.)
hydrology: Assessment of low-flow water
quality in the Du Page River, Illinois
(Freeman, W. O., et al.)
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economic geology
data processing—maps
automatic cartography: Comparison of com-
puter-contoured subsurface maps in Illinois
(Crockett, J. E.)
De Witt County
—
geomorphology
" fluvial features: The Mahomet bedrock valley
in Illinois; an update (Heigold, P. C, ct al.)
Decorah Shale
K-bentonites of the Ordovician Decorah Sub-
group, Upper Mississippi Valley; correlation
by chemical fingerprinting (Kolata, Dennis
R, et al.)
— Tectonics, biostratigraphy and lithostra-
tigraphy of the Mohawkian and Cincinnatian
of the Upper Mississippi Valley (Sloan,
Robert E.)
deformation see structural analysis
Delcke Dentonlte lied
K-bentonites of the Ordovician Decorah Sub-
group, Upper Mississippi Valley; correlation
by chemical fingerprinting (Kolata, Dennis
R-, et al.)
DeKalb County—«nglneerlng geology
tunnels: Hydrogeology of a potential supercon-
ducting super collider ring (SSC) site, north-
eastern Illinois (Dixon, William O., Jr., et al.)
DeKalb County—stratigraphy
Ordovician: Lithofacies distribution within the
Maquoketa Group (Ordovician) in north-
eastern Illinois (Orease, Anne M.)
Silurian: Discovery of radiolarians from north-
ern Illinois; a preliminary report (Ling, Hsin
Yi)
dendrochronology see tree rings
deposition of ores see mineral deposits, genesis
deuterium see hydrogen; tritium
d euterium
—
geochemistry
coal: Stable-isotope and inclusion-fluid com-
position shades of epigenetic pyritc and
sphalerite from Illinois Basin coals (Whelan,
Joseph P., et al.)
fluorspar: The chemical and thermal evolution
of fluids in the Cave-tn-Rock District, Illinois;
stable-isotope systematics (Richardson,
Catherine K.)
ground water: Geochemical evidence for Pleis-
tocene glacial meltwater recharge to the
Cambrian-Orovician aquifer in the North-
Central United States (Siegel, D. I.)
Devonian see under stratigraphy under Henry
County; Mercer County; Rock Island County;
Scott County
d (agenesis see under sedimentary petrology
see sedimentation
d lagenesis—cementation
deformation: Interpreting histories of cementa-
tion of healed brittle structures in the Plum
River fault zone of the Upper Mississippi Val-
ley (Ludvigson, O. A.)
evolution: Two stage cementation of the Bur-
lington-Keokuk limestones in Illinois, Mis-
souri, and Iowa (Cander, Harris S., et al.)
geochemistry: Shale-activated reduction; a
model for the distribution of cathodolumines-
cent cements (Cander, Harris S., et al.)
models: A fluid inclusion study of the Bur-
lington Limestone ( Mississippian),
Bibliography
southeastern Iowa and western Illinois
(Smith, Francis deSales)
processes: Stratigraphy, depositional and
diagenetic history of three Middle Pennsylva-
nian cyclothcms (Breezy Hill and Fort Scott
limestones), Midcontinent North America
(Knight, Kimbell Lee)
dlagenesls—dolomltizatlon
geochemistry: Lithologic, paleontologic, and Sr
concentration as indicators for mixing model
dolomitizationoftheQuimbys Mill Formation
(Szpakowski, James)
diagenesis—environment
shelf environment: Carbonate petrology of the
Negli Creek Limestone Member, Kinkaid For-
mation (Upper Mississippian), southern Il-
linois (Buchanan, D. M.)
suhtidal environment: Carbonate microfacies,
depositional environments and diagenesis of
the Galena Group (Middle Ordovician) along
(he Mississippi River (Iowa, Wisconsin, Il-
linois and Missouri), United States (Bakush,
Sadeg H.)
d lagenesis
—
geochemistry
isotopes: Determination of initial Sr-isotope
compositions of dolostones from the Bur-
lington-Keokuk formations (Mississippian) of
Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri (Banner, J. L., et
al.)
d lagenesis—materials
chert: Origin of cherts in the Burlington Lime-
stone (Middle Mississippian) of southeastern
Iowa and western Illinois (Scigley, L. S.)
d lagenes Is
—
processes
alteration: Sandstone diagenesis in the Illinois
Basin (Shebl, M. A.)
burial diagenesis: Near-surface and burial
diagenesis of Mississippian Burlington and
Keokuk formations (Kaufman, Jonathan, et
al.)
— Shallow burial diagenesis of the Pennsylva-
nian Puringlon Shale (Moore, Duane M.)
diastrophisni see tectonics
Dickey vllle Dentonlte Bed
K-bentonites of the Ordovician Decorah Sub-
group, Upper Mississippi Valley; correlation
by chemical fingerprinting (Kolata, Dennis
R., et al.)
dolomltizatlon see under diagenesis
see under geochemistry under strontium
Douglas County—economic geology
fuel resources: Exxon wildcats probe northern
basin (Gannan, Lyiwe)
Du Page County—engineering geology
tunnels: Hydrogeology of a potential supercon-
ducting super collider ring (SSC) site, north-
eastern Illinois (Dixon, WilliamG., Jr., et al.)
Du Page County—environmental geology
pollution: Delineating a landfill-derived con-
taminant plume of diffuse nature in glacial
outwash deposits (Vagt, Peter J.)
Du Page County—hydrogeology
ground water: Hydraulic connection between
glacial and bedrock aquifers at a landfill site in
N.E. Illinois (Booth, Colin J.)
— Yield verification of a doluinilc aquifer in
Northeast Illinois (Su.sninn, R. T., el al.)
hydrology: Assessment of low-flow water
quality in the Du Page River, Illinois
(Freeman, W. O., etal.)
Du Page County—stratigraphy
Ordovician: Lithofacies distribution within the
Maquoketa Group (Ordovician) in north-
eastern Illinois (Grease, Anne M.)
Dubuque Formation
Interpreting histories of cementation of healed
brittle structures in the Plum River fault zone
of the Upper Mississippi Valley (Ludvigson,
G. A.)
Dunleith Formation
Investigation of a joint-controlled solution
basin in Ogle County, Illinois (Kuntz, Char-
les S.)
earthquakes see under engineering geology
see under engineering geology under Jackson
County; Pulaski County; Shelby County; United
States
see under seismology under Great Lakes region
see under seismology
Eau Claire Formation
Early geologic history of the area between the
Ozark Uplift and the Cincinnati Arch
(Schwalb, Howard R.)
Echinodermata see under paleontology
Echinodermnta—Crinoidea
Mississippian: Functional morphology of a uni-
que late Paleozoic stemless crinoid (Etlen-
sohn, Frank R.)
Echinodermata—Edrloasteroidea
Ordovician: Unusual edrioasteroids from the
Orchard Creek Shale (Late Ordovician),
southern Illinois (Guensburg, T. E.)
echlnoderms—crlnoids
Ordovician: Straligraphical analysis of the Mid
Ordovician Trenton limestones from the Great
Lakes states (Sengupta, Arijeet)
Pennsylvanian: A Morrowan/Atokan limestone
from the lower Abbott Formation of southern
Illinois (Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
— Depositional environments and variability of
the Brereton Limestone Member (Pennsylva-
nian, Dcsmoinesian), an important coal mine
roof rock, in southwestern Illinois (Utgaard,
John E., el al.)
ecology see under environmental geology
ecology—Aves
glacial environment: Taphonomy of ice-
Irapped coot population on Spring Lake,
Tazewell County, Illinois (Graham, Russell
W.)
economic geology
base metals: Hydrologic constraints on the
genesis of the Upper Mississippi Valley
mineral district from Illinois Basin brines
(Bethke, Craig M.)
coal: Coal recovery from mine wastes ol (lie
historic longwall mining district ol north-
cenlral Illinois (Khan, Latif A., et al.)
— Mineral mailer in Illinois and oilier U.S.
coals (Harvey, Richard D.)
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Edgewood Formation
— Origin of clay partings in die Hcrrin (No. 6)
Coal of (he Illinois Basin (Russell, Suzanne
J.)
— Relationship between geochemistry of coal
and the nature of strata overlying the Hcrrin
. . Coal .in the Illinois Basin, U.S.A. (Chou,
Chen-Lin)
— Shallow coal bed delineation with resistivity
mapping in the Illinois Basin (Price, Robert
C.)
— Size and maceral associations of pyrites in
some Illinois coals and their float-sink fractions
(Harvey, R. D.)
— Sulfur content of coal in the Appalachian and
Illinois basins (Trent, V. A.)
— The use of stable isotope ratios for monitor-
ing the behavior of organic and pyritic sulfur
during desulfurization of Illinois coals
(Coleman, D. D., et al.)
fluorspar: "Coontail" fluorite rhythmites of the
Cave-in-Rock District, southern Illinois;
evidence for spelean hydrot hernial mineraliza-
tion (Cowan, C. A.)
— A geochemical exploration survey of a por-
tion of Southern Illinois Fluorspar District
(Eisner, Michael)
fuel resources: Interpretation of recent seismic
data from a frontier hydrocarbon province;
western Rough Creek Oraben, southern Illinois
and western Kentucky (Bertagne, Allen J., et
al.)
— Petroleum industry in Illinois, 1984; oil and
gas developments; waterflood operations
(Van Den Berg, Jacob, et al.)
maps: "Coontail" fluorite rhythmites of the
Cave-in-Rock District, southern Illinois;
evidence for spelean hydrothermal mineraliza-
tion (Cowan, C. A.)
mineral resources: Illinois mineral industry in
1981-83 and review of preliminary mineral
production data for 1984 (Samson, Irma E.)
natural gas: Evaluation of Devonian shale gas
reservoirs (Vanorsdale, C. R.)
oil and gas fields: Reservoir geology and
description for supplemental recovery. Tar
Springs deltaic reservoirs, Benton Field, Il-
linois (Sneider, Robert M.)
— Reservoir geology of portion of Sailor
Springs consolidated field and its impact on
primary and secondary production (Lizak,
John B., Jr.)
oil sliale: Devonian research is proving useful
(Maslowski. Andy)
petroleum: Oil and gas developments in East-
central states in 1984 (Gilbert, Ray C, et al.)
— Petroleum reservoirs in Silurian dolomite of
western Illinois (Seyler, Beverly)
— Strontium isotopes applied to the origin and
evolution of oil-field brines in the Illinois Basin
(Stueber, A. M., et al.)
water resources: 1985 inventory of Illinois sur-
face water resources (Baur, Richard J.)
— Development of integrated surface and
ground water management in Illinois (Cran-
dall, Douglas A.)
— Illinois water resources directory
(Anonymous)
— Waler resource data ami preliminary trend
analysis for the highland Silver Lake Monitor-
ing and Evaluation Project, Madison County,
Illinois; Phase HI (Davenport, Thomas E.)
— Water resources activities in Illinois, 1985
(Garrelts, Mary L.)
Edgewood Formation
Discovery of radiolnrians from northern Il-
linois; a preliminary report (Ling, Hsin Yi)
Effingham County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary rocks: A paleoenvironmental anal-
ysis of the Shumway Cyclothem (Vrrgilian),
Effingham County, Illinois (Schcihing. Mark
H.)
Effingham County—stratigraphy
Ordovician: Distribution of the Whiterockian
Everton Dolomite in III. (Sargent, Michael
L.)
Effingham Limestone Member
Lithostratigraphic revision within Upper Penn-
sylvanian Mattoon Formation, Illinois
(Weibel, C. Pius)
— Resolution of stratigraphic disarray (Vir-
gilian of Illinois Basin) (Weibel, C. Pius)
electrical logging see under well-logging
electrical surveys see under geophysical surveys
see ii/uter geophysical surveys under Bond County
Elk horn 2
Occurrence and distribution of fluorescent
maccrals in coals from three coal basins of the
United States (Cardott, Brian J.)
Elkhorn 3
Occurrence and distribution of fluorescent
maccrals in coals from three coal basins of the
United States (Cardott, Brian J.)
Elkport Dentnnlte Bed
K-bentonites of the Ordovician Decorah Sub-
group, Upper Mississippi Valley; correlation
by chemical fingerprinting (Kolata, Dennis
R., ct al.)
Elwood Formation
Hydrogeology of a potential superconducting
super collider ring (SSC) site, nortlieastern Il-
linois (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
— Lithofacies distribution within the Ma-
quoketa Group (Ordovician) in northeastern
Illinois (Grease, Anne M.)
— New observations on nortlieastern Illinois
Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald G.)
Eminence Dolomite
Study of current underground injection control
regulations and practices in Illinois (Visocky,
Adrian P., et al.)
Energy Shale Member
Sedimentation on an abandoned delta-plain peat
swamp; the Middle Pennsylvania!! Herrin (No.
6) Coal, Energy Shale, Anna Shale, and
Brereton Limestone members, in southern Il-
linois (Utgaard, John)
energy sources see coal; fuel resources; natural
gas; oil and gas fields; oil shale; petroleum;
uranium ores
engineering geology see dams; earthquakes; envi-
ronmental geology; geologic hazards; geophysical
methods; ground water; land subsidence; mining
geology; nuclear facilities; rock mechanics;
shorelines; slope stability: soil mechanics; tunnels;
underground installations; waste disposal; water-
ways
engineering geology
dams: Slide in upstream slope of Lake Shel-
byville Dam (Humphrey, D. N.)
earthquakes: Historical seismicity of (lie Mis-
sissippi Valley (Hopper, Margaret G.)
— Maps of hypothetical intensities for the
region (Algermissen, S. T.)
— Probability of large earthquakes in the Mis-
sissippi Valley (Algermissen, S. T.)
— Variations in modified Mercalli intensities
(Hopper, Margaret G.)
foundations: Cost effective geotechnical en-
gineering-bearing capacity recommendations
for deep foundation structures (Aucutt,
Daniel)
— Densification of a decomposed landfill
deposit (Lukas, R. G.)
— Using a relational data-base management
system to help determine causes of damage to
structures in Illinois (Bradford, Susan Carol,
ctal.)
geologic hazards: Landslide inventory of Il-
linois (Killey, Myrna M., et al.)
— Potential for liquefaction in areas ofmodified
Mercalli intensities IX and greater (Ober-
meier, Stephen F.)
land subsidence: Ground subsidence and struc-
tural damage over an abandoned room-and-pil-
lar coal mine at Hegeler, IL (Marino,
Gennaro G., et al.)
— Some aspects of analysis and prediction of
subsidence (Siriwardane, H. J.)
— Subsidence prediction in shallow room and
pillar mines (Missavage, Roger J., et al.)
maps: Landslide inventory map and data base; a
first for Illinois (Killey, Myrna M., et al.)
— Maps of hypothetical intensities for the
region (Algermissen, S. T.)
mining geology: A non-metric close-range
photogrammetric system for mapping geologic
structures in mines (Brandow, V. D., et al.)
— Coal recovery from mine wastes of the his-
toric longwall mining district of north-central
Illinois (Khan, Latif A., et al.)
nuclear facilities: Gcological-geotechnical
studies for siting the Superconducting Super
Collider in Illinois; preliminary geological
feasibility report (Kempton, J. P., et al.)
rock mechanics: Effects of moisture on
anchorage capacity of expansion slicll rock
bolts (Chugh, Yoginder P.)
— Microcrack study of granitic cores from Il-
linois deep borehole UPH-3 (Kowallis, Bart
J.)
— Moisture adsorption rate and strength
degradation of Illinois shales (Tandaitand,
Satliit)
shorelines: Shoreline stabilization and beach
nourishment, Illinois Beach Stale Park (Jan-
sen, William A.)
slope stability: Analysis of a slump-type
landslide, southwestern Illinois (Krumm,
Robert J.)
— Landslide inventory map and data base; a
first for Illinois (Killey, Myrna M., et al.)
— Landslide inventory of Illinois (Killey,
Myrna M., ct al.)
— Slide in upstream slope of Lake Shelbyville
Dam (Humplirey, D. N.)
soil meclianics: Historic liquefaction and li-
quefaction potential of alluvial deposits near
the New Madrid seismic zone (Obermeier,
Stephen F.)
— Recording cone penetrometer developed in
reclamation research (Hooks, C. L.)
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Francis Creek Shale
tunnels: Engineering characteristics of bedrock
for the proposed superconducting super col-
lider in Illinois (Bauer, Robert A., et al.)
underground installations: Establishing
geologic framework for a 50 km diameter ac-
-
- celcrator ring site in northern Illinois
(Kempton, J. P., et al.)
— Some aspects of analysis and prediction of
subsidence (Siriwardanc, H. J.)
waste disposal: Applications of geographic in-
formation system to regional site screening for
a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility
in Illinois (Johnson, Thomas M., et al.)
— Densification of a decomposed landfill
deposit (Lukas, R. O.)
— Determination of hydraulic conductivity of
glacial tills from the Wedron Formation in
central Illinois; a comparative study of small
and large scale methods (Oraves, Barbara
Jean)
— Engineering geology investigations of a haz-
ardous-waste landfill in west central Illinois
(Stohr, Christopher J., et al.)
— Hydraulic characteristics of a jointed
dolomite beneath a low-level radioactive-
waste disposal site (Nicholas, James R.)
— Illinois statewide landfill inventory
(Dixon, William O., Jr.)
— Study of current underground injection con-
trol regulations and practices in Illinois
(Visocky, Adrian P., et al.)
— Two-dimensional model of tritium migration
from a low-level radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield, Illinois (Holford, Diana
D
waterways: Evaluating aquatic habita using
stream network structure and steamflow
predictions (Stall, J. B.)
engineering geology—mefhods
pliotogrammetry: A non-metric close-range
photogrammelric system formapping geologic
structures in mines (Brandow, V. D., et al.)
engineering geology
—
petroleum engineering
reservoir properties: Evaluation of Devonian
shale gas reservoirs (Vanorsdale, C. R.)
waterflooding: Petroleum industry in Illinois,
1984; oil and gas developments; waterflood
operations (Van Den Berg, Jacob, et al.)
environmental geology see engineering geology;
geologic hazards; pollution; waste disposal
environmental geology
ecology: Periodicity in tree rings from the Corn
Belt (Meko, D. M.,etal.)
pollution: Development of integrated surface
and ground water management in Illinois
(Crandall, Douglas A.)
— Effects of mine drainage on the benthos and
periphyton of tlie Bankston Fork of the Saline
River (Kelly, Martin Henry)
— Study of current underground injection con-
trol regulations and practices in Illinois
(Visocky, Adrian P., et al.)
— Sulfur and oxygen isotope study of sulfate in
selected streams of northern Illinois
(Cipriano, Gary)
'Die effect of river water on phytotoxicity of
Ua. CdandCr (Wang, Wuncheng)
waste disposal: Distribution of gases in the un-
saturated zone near buried low-level radioac-
tive waste (Striegl, Robert <J.)
epelrogeny see changes of level; tectonics
Bibliography
eruptive rocks see igneous rocks
Everton Dolomite
Conodonts from the Everton Dolomite (Middle
Ordovician) in southern Illinois (Norby,
Rodney D., el al.)
— Distribution of the Whiterockian Everton
Dolomite in III. (Sargent, Michael L.)
excursions see guidebook
experimental studies see under clay mineralogy;
rock mechanics
faulting see faults
faults see under structural geology
see tectonics
faults—displacements
dip-slip faults: Structural geology of the Ste.
Genevieve fault zone, southeastern Missouri
and southwestern Illinois (Lumm, Donald
K.)
wrench faults: Structural relationships of die
Cottage Grove and Shawneetown fault systems
near Equality, Illinois, as inferred from geo-
physical data (Shrunk, Kevin Lee)
f11 tills—systems
block structures: An analysis of the Rend Lake
fault system in southern Illinois (Keys, John
N.)
— Deformation and diagenesis of Paleozoic
carbonates in the Plum River Fault Zone
(PRFZ), Upper Mississippi Valley (Ludvig-
son, Greg A.)
fault zones: Structural history of Lusk Creek
fault zone, southern Illinois (Nelson, W.
John)
ferns see pteridophytes
ferns
—
paleoecology
Pennsylvanian: Stop 8; Field trip 2A; /Col-
chester Brick and Tile Company quarry (Mc-
Cracken. Willard A.)
fluid inclusions see inclusions
see under petrology
fluid inclusions
—
geochemistry
isotopes: Stable-isotope and inclusion-fluid
composition shades of epigenetic pyritc and
sphalerite from Illinois Basin coals (Whelan,
Joseph F., et al.)
ore-forming fluids: Tlie chemical and thermal
evolution of fluids in the Cave-in-Rock Dis-
trict, Illinois; mineralogy, parngenesis and
fluid inclusions; reply (Richardson,
Catherine K.)
The chemical and thermal evolution of the
fluids in tlie Cave-in-Rock fluorspar district,
Illinois; mineralogy, pangenesis and fluid in-
clusions; discussion (Brecke, E. A.)
fluid Inclusions
—
geologic thermometry
homogenization: The chemical and thermal
evolution of fluids in the Cave-in-Rock Dis-
trict, Illinois; stable-isotope systematics
(Richardson, Catherine K.)
indicators: A fluid inclusion study of the Bur-
lington Limestone ( Mississippinn),
southeastern Iowa and western Illinois
(Smith, Francis deSales)
fluorspar see under economic geology;
pangenesis
see undereconomic geology under HardinCounty
see under geochemistry under deuterium
fluvial features see under geomorphology
folds see faults; tectonics
foliation see structural analysis
Ford County
—
geomorphology
fluvial features: The Mahomet bedrock valley
in Illinois; an update (Heigold, P. C, et al.)
Ford County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Provenance of late Wisconsinan
(Woodfordian) till and origin of the Decatur
Sublobe, cast-central Illinois (Johnson, W.
Hilton, et al.)
Fort Atkinson Formation
Lithofacics distribution within the Maquoketa
Group (Ordovician) in northeastern Illinois
(Grease, Anne M.)
Fort Payne Formation
Geodes; occurrence, origin, and mineralogy
(Hess, David F.)
Fort Scott Limestone
Stratigraphy, depositional and diagenetic his-
tory of three Middle Pennsylvanian
cyclothems (Breezy Hill and Fort Scott lime-
stones), Midcontinent North America
(Knight, Kimbell Lee)
fossil man—habitat
Holocene: Prehistoric human plant use at tlie
multicomponent Rench site, central Illinois
(King, Frances B.)
foundations see under engineering geology
see rock mechanics; soil mechanics
see under engineering geology underdala process-
ing
fractures
—
patterns
till: Determination of hydraulic conductivity of
glacial tills from the Wedron Formation in
central Illinois; a comparative study of small
and large scale methods (Graves, Barbara
Jean)
fractures—style
joints: Reconnaissance study of joint patterns;
Southeast Kentucky to southern Illinois
(Swenson, Alan)
Fraileys Shale
Illinois Basin; tectonically influenced ramp
during Chesterian (Treworgy, Janis D.)
— Stratigraphy and depositional settings of the
Gicsterian (Mississippian) Fraileys/Big Clifly
and Haney formations in the Illinois Basin
(Treworgy, Janis Driver)
Francis Creek Shale
Expeditions; Floating for fossils (Mori,
Joyce)
— Mazon Creek-type fossil assemblages in tlie
U.S. Midcontinent Pennsylvanian; their recur-
rent character and palaeoenvironmental sig-
nificance (Baird, Gordon C, el al.)
— Stop 8; Field trip 2A; Colchester Brick and
Tile Company quarry (McCracken, Willard
A.)
— Slop °; Field trip 2A; Deformation features
in tlie Spoon and Carbondalc formations, Ar
gyle Lake Slate Park (McCracken. Willard
A.)
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FrancoaJa Formation
Frnnconln Formation
Map of (lie morphology of lite lop of Precam-
brian crystalline rocks in Illinois (Sargent,
Michael L.)
Franklin County—(stratigraphy
Ordovician: Distribution of the Whiterockian
Gverton Dolomite in III. (Sargent, Michael
L.)
fuel resources see coal; natural gas; oil and gas
fields; oil shale; petroleum
see under economic geology under Coles County;
Douglas County; United States; White County
see under economic geology
Fulton County
—
geomorphology
cryptoexplosion features: Dating of craters and
extinctions; discussion (Seeger, C. Ronald)
G
Catena Dolomite
Carbonate microfacies, depositional environ-
ments and diagencsis of the Catena Croup
(Middle Ordovician) along the Mississippi
River (Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois and Missouri),
United States ( Bakush, Sadeg H.)
— Engineering characteristics of bedrock for
the proposed superconducting supercollider in
Illinois (Bauer, Robert A., et al.)
— Hydrogeology of a potential superconducting
super collider ring (SSC) site, northeastern Il-
linois (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
— Map of (Ik morphology of the top of Precam-
brian crystalline rocks in Illinois (Sargent,
Michael L.)
Galesvllle Sandstone
Aeolian to marine transition in Cambro-Ordo-
viciancratonic sheet sandstones of the northern
Mississippi Valley, U.S.A. (Dott, Robert H.,
Jr., et al.)
Gallatin County—ereal geology
maps: Geologic, gcochemical, and mineral
resource assessment maps of the Garden of the
Oods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Hardin, Pope,
and Saline counties, Illinois (Klasncr, J. S.)
Gallatin County—economic geology
mineral resources: Geologic, gcochemical, and
mineral resource assessment maps of the Gar-
den of the Oods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Har-
din, Pope, and Saline counties, Illinois
(Klasner, J. S.)
Gallatin County
—
geophysical surveys
maps: Structural relationships of the Cottage
Grove and Shawneetown fault systems near
Equality, Illinois, as inferred from geophysical
data (Strunk, Kevin Lee)
seismic surveys: Seismic reflection profiling
studies of a buried Precambrian rift beneath the
Wabash Valley fault zone (Sexton, John L.,
et al.)
— Shallow seismic refraction survey of near-
surface ground water flow (Sverdrup, Keith
A.)
Gallatin County—stratigraphy
Precambrian: Map of the morphology of the top
of Precambrian crystalline rocks in Illinois
(Sargent, Michael L.)
Gallatin County—structural geology
tectonics: Seismic reflection profiling studies of
a buried Precambrian rift beneath the Wabash
Valley fault zone (Sexton, John L., et al.)
— Structural relationships of the Cottage Grove
and Shawneetown fault systems near Equality,
Illinois, as inferred from geophysical data
(Strunk, Kevin Lee)
gas inclusions see fluid inclusions
gas, natural see natural gas
genesis of ore deposits see mineral deposits,
genesis
gcochemical methods see under mineral explora-
tion
geochemical prospecting see gcochemical meth-
ods
geochemistry
carbonates: Fluorescence of carbonates;
evidence that growth zoning can be caused by
dispersed organic matter (Cercone, Karen
Rose, et al.)
coal: Characterization of volatile sulfur com-
pounds produced from Illinois coal chars
(Chou, Mei-In Melissa)
coalification: Coalification of organic matter in
coal balls from the Illinois Basin, United States
(Lyons, Paul C, et al.)
isotopes: Ra and Ra in water supplies
(Lucas, Henry F.)
— Stable-isotope and inclusion-fluid composi-
tion shades of epigenetic pyrite and sphalerite
from Illinois Basin coals (Wlielan, Joseph F.,
etal.)
organic materials: Organic geochemical char-
acterization of llie New Albany Shale Group in
the Illinois Basin (Chou, Mei-In M.)
rare earths: Element mobilities related to altera-
tion of granite from a 1DHP core (Jovanovic,
S.)
sodium: Abundances and leachabilities of
sodium and chlorine in lithotypes of the Hcrrin
Coal, Illinois Basin (Demir, I., et al.) f
trace elements: Abundances of the elements in
bituminous coals of the Illinois Basin (Chou,
C.L.)
— Relationship between geochemistry of coal
and the nature of strata overlying the Herrin
Coal in the Illinois Basin, U.S.A. (Chou,
Chen-Lin)
geochemistry
—
processes
adsorption: Moisture adsorption rate and
strength degradation of Illinois shales (Tan-
danand, Sathit)
coalification: Geochemical and petrographic
characterization of humic coals considered as
possible oil source rocks (Bertrand, Philippe)
solution: Investigation of a joint-controlled
solution basin in Ogle County, Illinois
(Kuntz, Charles S.)
geochemistry—surveys
Gallatin County: Geologic, geochemical, and
mineral resource assessment maps of the Gar-
den of the Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin. Har-
din, Pope, and Saline counties, Illinois
(Klasner, J. S.)
Hardin County: Geologic, geochemical, and
mineral resource assessment maps of the Gar-
den of the Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Har-
din, Pope, and Saline counties, Illinois
(Klasner, J. S.)
Illinois: A geoclicmical exploration survey of a
portion of Southern Illinois Fluorspar District
(Eisner, Michael)
Pope County: Geologic, geochemical, and
mineral resource assessment maps of the Gar-
den of the Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Har-
din, Pope, and Saline counties, Illinois
(Klasner, J. S.)
Saline County: Geologic, geochemical, and
mineral resource assessment maps of the Gar-
den of the Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Har-
din, Pope, and Saline counties, Illinois
(Klasner, J. S.)
geochronology see absolute age
geochronology
Pleistocene: An evaluation of thermolumines-
cence dates of pre-late Wisconsin loess from
the central United States (Canfield, Howard
E.)
Quaternary: Thermolumincscence dating and
the chronology of loess deposition in the
central United States (Canfield, Howard
Evan)
geochronology—thermoluminescence
loess: An evaluation of thermoluminescence
dates of pre-late Wisconsin loess from the
central United States (Canfield, Howard E.)
— Thermoluminescence dating and the chronol-
ogy of loess deposition in the central United
States (Canfield, Howard Evan)
— Thermolumincscence dating of sediment in
die Midwest (Canfield, Howard Evan)
geochronology—tree rings
drought: Periodicity in tree rings from the Corn
Belt (Meko, D. M., et al.)
geodes see under secondary structures under sedi-
mentary structures
geologic hazards see under engineering geology
see land subsidence
see under environmental geology under Bureau
County; Jackson County
geologic thermometry see under fluid inclusions
geologic time see absolute age; geochronology
geomorphology see glacial geology
geomorphology
data processing: Applications of a geographical
information system to long-term ecological re-
search in Illinois (Orbock Miller, Suzanne
M.)
fluvial features: Historical floodplain sedimen-
tation in the Galena River basin, Wisconsin and
Illinois (Magilligan, Francis J.)
— Historical stream channel disequilibrium in
north-central Illinois; causes and contemporary
manifestations (Fleming, Alfred J.)
— Origin and history of the Teays drainage sys-
tem; the view from midstream (Gray, Henry
H.)
glacial geology: Evidence for post-Twocrcekan
age of the type Calumet Shoreline of Glacial
Lake Chicago (Schneider, Allan F.)
— Geomorpliic evolution of glacial Lake An-
cona (Nelson, R. S.)
— New evidence for age of downcutting of the
Chicago Outlet (Hansel, Ardith K.)
— Permafrost features in central Illinois and
their environmental significance (Johnson,
W. Hilton)
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Glasford Formation
Properties and origin of the Yorkville Till
Member at the National Accelerator
Laboratory site. Northeast Illinois (Kemmis,
Timothy J.)
landform description: Landform modifications
-
- at a nuclear-waste burial site (Oray, J. R.)
mass movements: Tlie influence of the burrow-
ing mammal Tamias striatus on the soil creep
process (Kosobud, Ann Maxine)
solution features: Karst-related features of the
Upper Mississippi Valley region (Hedges,
James)
geomorphology—cryptoexploslon features
buried features: Dating of craters and extinc-
tions; discussion (Sceger, C. Ronald)
geomorphology—data processing
geography: Applications of a geographical in-
formation system to long-term ecological re-
search in Illinois (Orbock Miller, Suzanne
M.)
geomorphology—fluvial features
alluvial fans: Geomorphology and stratigraphy
of Mississippi Valley alluvial fans in west-
central Illinois (Leigh, David S.)
buriedfeatures: Origin and history of the Teays
drainage system; the view front midstream
(Gray, Henry H.)
The Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois; an
update (Heigokt P. C, et al.)
channel geometry: Evaluating aquatic habita
using stream network structure and steamflow
predictions (Stall, J. B.)
Historical stream channel disequilibrium in
north-central Illinois; causes and contem-
porary manifestations (Fleming, Alfred J.)
floodplains: Historical floodplain sedimenta-
tion in the Galena River basin, Wisconsin and
Illinois (Magilligan, Francis J.)
landform evolution: Stop 5; Fort Edwards site,
Warsaw (Reinertsen, David L.)
meanders: Stop 6; Entrenched meanders at
Cedar Glen Creek, Alice Kibbe Field Station
(Hess, David F.)
terraces: A sedimentologic study of the Missis-
sippi River valley fill at Alton, Illinois
at a
(Averill, Sally Ami)
geomorphology—landform description
observations: Landform modifications
nuclear-waste burial site (Gray, J. R.)
topography: Stratigraphy of the sediments
within the Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kempton, J. P.)
geomorphology—mass movements
landslides: Analysis of a slump-type landslide,
southwestern Illinois (Krumm, Robert J.)
_ Landslides caused by the 1811-12 New
Madrid earthquakes (Jibson, Randall Wade)
soil creep: The influence of the burrowing
mammal Tamias striatus on the soil creep
process (Kosobud, Ann Maxine)
geomorphology
—
processes
sedimentation: Erosion and landform modifica-
tion at a low-level radioactive waste disposal
facility near Sheffield, Illinois (Gray, Jolin
R.)
geomorphology—solution features
karst: Karst-related features of (he Upper Mis-
sissippi Valley region (Hedges, James)
geophysical methods see geophysical surveys
n .1 .1 \i , . • ml i II
geophysical methods—seismic methods
interpretation: Identification of seismic reflec-
tions from the basement (Randall, Karl Gor-
don)
geophysical surveys see geophysical methods
geophysical surveys
electrical sun'eys: Shallow coal bed delineation
with resistivity mapping in the Illinois Basin
(Price, Robert C.)
gravity surveys: A regional gravity study of the
Illinois Deep Hole Project area (Aiken, O.
W.,etal.)
heat flow: Petrography and thermal conduc-
tivity of Precambrian granitic rocks from Il-
linois deep holes UPH-2 and -3 (Eckstein,
Yoram, et al.)
— Preliminary heat-flow measurement at the
Illinois deep drill hole (Rahman, John L.)
magnetic surveys: Delineation of boundaries
within Midcontinent Proterozoic terranes
using aeromagnctic mapping (Van Schmus,
W.R.)
remote sensing: Engineering geology investiga-
tions of a hazardous-waste landfiil in west
central Illinois (Stohr, Christopher J., et al.)
seismic surveys: Interpretation of recent seismic
data from a frontier hydrocarbon province;
western Rough Creek Grabcn, southern Illinois
and western Kentucky (Bertagne, Allen J., et
al.)
— Vibroseis seismic reflection survey to
delineate the configuration of Precambrian
granite (Coates, Mary Sue)
surveys: An application of surface geophysics to
evaluation of regional groundwater resources
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
well-logging: Performance of drillstem tests in
small diameter boreholes (Marinelli, Fred)
The Illinois Deep Hole Project; an overview
(Hinze, William J., et al.)
geosyncllnes see tectonics
geotechnics see engineering geology
geothermics see heat flow
Gila Limestone Memhcr
Resolution of slratigraphic disarray (Virgilian
of Illinois Basin) (Weibel, C. Pius)
glacial geology see under geomorphology
glacial geology
—
glacial features
buried valleys: Groundwater geology and
buried valleys of glacial origin in Schuyler
County, Illinois (Hess, D. F., et al.)
glacial lakes: Evidence for post-Twocreekan
age of the type Calumet Shoreline of Glacial
Lake Chicago (Schneider, Allan F.)
Gcomorphic evolution of glacial Lake An-
cona (Nelson, R. S.)
New evidence for age of downcutting of the
Chicago Outlet (Hansel, Ardith K.)
glaciofluvialfeatures: Drainage mechanisms of
late Wisconsinan glaciers in the Lake
Michigan basin (Fraser, Gordon S.)
moraines: Prehistoric settlement patterns and
Holocene environmental change in the eastern
Prairie Peninsula (Warren, Robert E.)
outwash: Geologic framework of the Kankakee
outwash plain, northern Indiana (Nelson,
Kim A.)
till: Age of surficial till of Boone and Win-
nebago counties, Illinois; a soil-geomorphic
analysis (McKenna, Dennis P.)
— Altonian (early Wisconsinan) deposits in
northern Illinois; a review (Curry, B. Bran-
don)
— Imbricate internal structure of Tiskilwa Till
near Bloomington, Illinois (Nelson, Robert
S.)
glacial geology
—
glaclatlon
deglacialion: Stratigraphy of the sediments
within the Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kempton, J. P.)
deposition: Glacigenic diamictons of late Wis-
consinan age at Wedron, Illinois (Socha,
Betty J., etal.)
— Stop 2; Illinoian outwash and Kellerville Till,
Tennessee Sand and Gravel Quarry (Mc-
Cracken, Willard A.)
The Yorkville-Wadsworth Till Member
boundary in lite southern sector of tlie Joliet
Sublobe, northeastern Illinois (Killey,
Myrna M.)
effects: Stop 5; Fort Edwards site, Warsaw
(Reinertsen, David L.)
ice movement: Provenance of late Wisconsinan
(Woodfordian) till and origin of the Decatur
Sublobe, east-central Illinois (Jolmson, W.
Hilton, et al.)
loess: The geomorphology of the Sangamon
surface; its spatial and temporal attributes
(Follmer, Leon R.)
till: Properties and origin of the Yorkville Till
Member at the National Accelerator
Laboratory site. Northeast Illinois (Kemmis,
Timothy J.)
glacial geology
—
glaciers
meltwater: Isotopic evidence for glacial
meltwater recharge to the Cambrian-Ordovi-
cian aquifer, north-central United States
(Siegel, D. I.)
glacial geology—history
concepts: Glacial geology and the North
American craton; significant concepts and con-
tributions of tlie nineteenth century (Tottcn,
Stanley M.)
glacial geology
—
perlglnclal features
permafrost: Permafrost features in central Il-
linois and their environmental significance
(Johnson, W. Hilton)
glacial lakes see under glacial features under gla-
cial geology
glaclatlon see under glacial geology
glaciers see under glacial geology
Glasford Formation
Age of surficial till of Boone and Winnebago
counties, Illinois; a soil-geomorphic analysis
(McKenna, Dennis P.)
Altonian (early Wisconsinan) deposits in
northern Illinois; a review (Curry, B. Bran-
don)
Detrital and authigenic pyrite in an Illinoisan
lacustrine silt, central Illinois (Kirchner,
James G.)
— Quaternary g1ac ial stratigraphy of the Fox
River Valley, Kane County. Illinois (Curry.
B. Brandon)
Stratigraphy of the sediments within the
Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kempton, J. P.)
Two-dimensional model of tritium migration
from a low-level radioactive-waste disposal
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Glenwood Shale
site near Sheffield, Illinois (Holford, Diana
J.)
Glenwood Shale
Tlie deposilional environment of (he Starved
Rock Sandstone in Southeast Iowa and western
Illinois (Nunn, J. R.)
gneisses see under metamorphic rocks
Gonlatlte Limestone
The Mississippian System; a "made in
America" system (Merk, George)
granites see under igneous rocks
gravity surveys see under geophysical surveys
Gray Niagaran Formation
Middle Silurian (Niagaran) sea level cycles;
North America and Europe (Lelunann, P. J.,
etal.)
Great Lakes region—geo morphology
glacial geology: Drainage mechanisms of late
Wisconsinan glaciers in the Lake Michigan
basin (Fraser, Gordon S.)
Great Lakes region
—
petrology
igneous rocks: Granitic rocks from deep drill
holes in the southwestern part of the Great
Lakes region (Vitaliano, Charles J.)
Great Lakes region—seismology
earthquakes: Seismic source zones in tlie North-
ern Central States (Krinitzsky, E. L.)
Great Lakes region—stratigraphy
cltanges oflevel: Evidence for post-Twocreekan
age of the type Calumet Shoreline of Glacial
Lake Chicago (Sclineider, Allan F.)
Ordovician: Stratigraphical analysis of the Mid
Ordovician Trenton limestones from tlie Great
Lakes states (Sengupta, Arijeet)
Pleistocene: Evidence for post-Twocreekan age
of the type Calumet Shoreline of Glacial Lake
Chicago (Schneider, Allan F.)
Quaternary: Late-Quaternary pollen records
and vegetational history of tlie Great Lakes
region; United States and Canada (Holloway,
Richard O.)
Greenup Limestone Member
Resolution of stratigraphic disarray (Virgilian
of Illinois Basin) (Weibcl, C. Pius)
ground water .ree under hydrogeology; hydrology
ground water—geochemistry
isotopes: Uranium isotopic disequilibrium in
ground water as an indicator of anomalies
(Osmond, S. K., et al.)
ground water—surveys
Bond County: Morphological delineation of an
oil brine plume within a shallow aquifer in
Bond County, Illinois, using earth resistivity
measurements (Van Biersel, Thomas P., et
al.)
Cook County: Yield verification of a dolomite
aquifer in Northeast Illinois (Sasman, R. T.,
etal.)
DeKalh County: Hydrogeology of a potential
superconducting super collider ring (SSC) site,
northeastern Illinois (Dixon, William G., Jr.,
etal.)
Du Page County: Delineating a landfill-derived
contaminant plume of diffuse nature in glacial
outwash deposits (Vagt, Peter J.)
— Hydraulic connection between glacial and
bedrock aquifers at a landfill site in N.E. Il-
linois (Booth, Colin J.)
— Hydrogeology of a potential superconducting
super collider ring (SSC) site, northeastern Il-
linois (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
— Yield verification of a dolomite aquifer in
Northeast Illinois (Sasman, R. T., et al.)
Elmhurst-Mt. Simon Aquifer: Extent and be-
havior of saline water in the Elmhurst-Mt.
Simon Aquifer, northeastern Illinois (Barnes,
Marian Jackson)
Gallatin County: Shallow seismic refraction
survey of near-surface ground water flow
(Svcrdrup, Keith A.)
Illinois: An application of surface geophysics to
evaluation of regional groundwater resources
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
— Brine in Precambrian granite from northern
Illinois sampled by elution (Couture, Rex A.,
etal.)
•
— Characterization of dye tracer plumes; in situ
field experiments (Naymik, T. G.)
— Characterization of hydrogeology and
ground water contamination at a creosote wood
treating plant in southern Illinois (Berggreen,
Richard George)
— Development of integrated surface and
ground water management in Illinois (Cran-
dall, Douglas A.)
— Engineering geology investigations of a haz-
ardous-waste landfill in west central Illinois
(Stohr, Christopher J., et al.)
— Gcological-geotechnical studies for siting
the Superconducting Super Collider in Illinois;
preliminary geological feasibility report
(Kempton, J. P., et al.)
— Ground water drainage to surface coal mines
refined (Weiss, Linda S.)
— Hydraulic characteristics of a jointed
dolomite beneath a low-level radioactive-
waste disposal site (Nicholas, James R.)
— Performance of drillstem tests in small
diameter boreholes (Marinelli, Fred) '
— Simulation of ground-water flow across the
Mississippi Embayment (Weiss, Jonathan S.)
— Study of current underground injection con-
trol regulations and practices in Illinois
(Visocky, Adrian P., et al.)
— Two-dimensional model of tritium migration
from a low-level radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield, Illinois (Holford, Diana
J.)
— Water resources activities in Illinois, 1985
(Garrelts, Mary L.)
— Water resources of basal Pennsylvanian
sandstones, southwestern shelf of the Illinois
Basin (Poole, V. L., et al.)
Jackson County: Water resources of basal Penn-
sylvanian sandstones in Perry, Jackson, and
Randolph counties, Illinois (Poole, Vickie
Lynn)
Kane County: Hydrogeology of a potential su-
perconducting super collider ring (SSC) site,
northeastern Illinois (Dixon, William G., Jr.,
et al.)
— Yield verification of a dolomite aquifer in
Northeast Illinois (Sasman, R. T., et al.)
Kendall County: Hydrogeology of a potential
superconducting supercollider ring (SSC) site,
northeastern Illinois (Dixon, William G., Jr.,
etal.)
— Yiold verification of a dolomite aquifer in
Northeast Illinois (Sasman, R. T., et al.)
Macoupin County: Practical applications of
theoretical models to magnetometer surveys on
hazardous waste disposal sites; a case history
(Gilkeson, Robert H., et al.)
Perry County: Water resources of basal Penn-
sylvanian sandstones in Perry, Jackson, and
Randolph counties, Illinois (Poole, Vickie
Lynn)
Randolph County: Water resources of basal
Pennsylvanian sandstones in Perry, Jackson,
and Randolph counties, Illinois (Poole,
Vickie Lynn)
Schuyler County: Groundwater geology and
buried valleys of glacial origin in Schuyler
County, Illinois (Hess, D. F., et al.)
Stephenson County: Movement of fossil pore
fluids in granite basement, Illinois (Couture,
Rex A.)
United States: Geochemical evidence for Pleis-
tocene glacial meltwater recharge to the
Cambrian-Orovician aquifer in the North-
Central United States (Siegel, D. I.)
Grundy County
—
paleobotany
Plantae: Expeditions; Floating for fossils
(Mori, Joyce)
guidebook see under areal geology underHancock
County; McDonough County
Guttenberg Limestone Member
K-bcntonites of the Ordovician Decorah Sub-
group, Upper Mississippi Valley; correlation
by chemical fingerprinting (Kolata, Dennis
R.,etal.)
gymnospenn flora—blostratlgraphy
Pennsylvanian: Middle Pennsylvanian swamp
communities (Raymond, A., et al.)
gymnosperms see under paleobotany
gymnosperms—morphology
Pennsylvanian: Studies of Carboniferous
pteridosperm seeds; tlie relationship of the in-
tegument and nucellus in Pachytesla gigantea
(Smoot, E. L.)
H
Haeger Till Member
Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of the Fox River
Valley, Kane County, Illinois (Curry, B.
Brandon)
Hagarstown Member
Morphological delineation of an oil brine plume
within a shallow aquifer in Bond County, Il-
linois, using earth resistivity measurement*
(Van Biersel, Thomas P., et al.)
Hamilton County
—
geophysical surveys
seismic surveys: Seismic reflection profiling
studies of a buried Precambrian rift beneath the
Wabash Valley fault zone (Sexton, John L.,
etal.)
Hamilton County—soils
maps: Soil survey of Hamilton County, Illinois
(Currie, Bruce)
Hamilton County—stratigraphy
Mississippian: Mixed siliciclastics and car-
bonate sedimentation within Spar Mountain
Member of Ste. Genevieve Limestone, Hamil-
ton County, Illinois (Roberts, Michael J.)
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hydrogeology
Hamilton County—structural geology
tectonics: Seismic reflection profiling studies of
a buried Precanibrian rift beneath the Wabash
Valley fault zone (Sexton, John L., et al.)
Hancock County—areal geology
guidebook: Field trip guidebook to tlic geology
of west-central Illinois (McCracken, Willord
A.)
west-central Illinois: Introduction to the geol-
ogy of west central Illinois (McCracken,
Willard A.)
— Road log and route maps (Anonymous)
Hancock County
—
geomorphology
fluvialfeatures: Stop 6; Entrenched meanders at
Cedar Glen Creek, Alice Kibbe Field Station
(Hess, David F.)
Hancock County—sedlmentnry petrology
sedimentary structures: Stop G-2: Field trip 2B;
Occurrence and mineralogy of Warsaw
geodes, Geode Glen Park, Warsaw (Hess,
David F.)
Hancock County—stratigraphy
Mississippian: Stop 3; Keokuk Limestone and
Warsaw Shale, Grays Quarry (Collinson,
Charles W.)
Stop 4; Type Warsaw, Geode Glen Park,
Warsaw (Collinson, Charles W.)
— Tlic Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconfor-
mity (Archbold, Norbcrt L.)
Pennsylvanian: The Mississippian-Pennsylva-
nian unconformity (Archbold, Norbcrt L.)
Pleistocene: Stop 2; Illinoian outwash and Kel-
lervillc Till, Tennessee Sand and Gravel Quar-
ry (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Stop 5; Fort Edwards site, Warsaw
(Reinertsen, David L.)
Honey Formation
Illinois Basin; technically influenced ramp
during Chesterian (Treworgy, Janis D.)
— Stratigraphy and depositional settings of tlic
Chesterian (Mississippian) Frai leys/Big Clifty
and Haney formations in tlic Illinois Basin
(Treworgy, Janis Driver)
Hnrdin County—areal geology
maps: Geologic, gcochcmical, and mineral
resource assessment maps of the Garden of the
Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Hardin, Pope,
and Saline counties, Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
Hardin County—economic geology
fluorspar: The chemical and thermal evolution
of fluids in the Cave-in-Rock District, Illinois;
mineralogy, paragenesis and fluid inclusions;
reply (Richardson, Catherine K.)
— The chemical and thermal evolution of the
fluids in tlic Cave-in-Rock fluorspar district,
Illinois: mineralogy, paragenesis and fluid in-
clusions; discussion (Brecke, E. A.)
mineral resources: Geologic, gcochcmical, and
mineral resource assessment maps ot the Gar-
den of the Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Har-
din, Pope, and Saline counties, Illinois
(Klasner, J. S.)
Hnrrodsburg Member
Geodes; occurrence, origin, and mineralogy
(I less, David F.)
heat flow see under geophysical surveys
Bibliography
Henry County—stratigraphy
Devonian: Devonian & Pennsylvanian stratig-
raphy of tlie Quad-Cities region, Illinois Iowa
(Hammer, William R., et al.)
Pennsylvanian: Devonian & Pennsylvanian
stratigraphy of the Quad-Cities region, Illinois-
Iowa- (Hammer, William R., el al.)
Henry Formation
Geomorphology and stratigraphy of Mississip-
pi Valley alluvial fans in west-central Illinois
(Leigh, David S.)
Herrln Coal Member
A new feature in the Pennsylvanian of the Il-
linois Basin; clastic infilling of a lacustrine
basin (Treworgy, Janis D.)
— A non-metric close-range photogrammetric
system for mapping geologic structures in
mines (Brandow, V. D., el al.)
— Abundances and leac liabilities ofsodium and
chlorine in liUiotypcs of the Herrin Coal, Il-
linois Basin (Demir, I., et al.)
— Abundances of the elements in bituminous
coals of the Illinois Basin (Giou, C. L.)
— Anatomically and morphologically
preserved Linopteris obliqua Bunbury from the
Herrin No. 6 Coal of southern Illinois
(Rischbictcr, Michael O.)
— Characteristic features and compaction of
plant tissues traced from permineralized peat
to coal in Pennsylvanian coals (Desmoinesian)
from the Illinois Basin (Winston, Richard B.)
— Coalification of organic matter in coal balls
from the Illinois Basin, United States (Lyons,
PaulC et al.)
— Depositional environments and variability of
the Brereton Limestone Member (Pennsylva-
nian, Desmoinesian), an important coal mine
roof rock, in southwestern Illinois (Ulgaard,
John E., et al.)
— Effects of moisture on anchorage capacity of
expansion shell rock bolts (Cliugh, Yoginder
— Occurrence and distribution of fluorescent
macerals in coals from three coal basins of the
United States (Curdott, Brian J.)
— Paleoenvironmcntal implications of
petrographic patterns in Illinois coals (Har-
vey, Richard D.)
— Relationship between geochemistry of coal
and the nature of strata overlying tlic Herrin
Coal in the Illinois Basin, U.S.A. (Chou,
Chen-Lin)
— Sedimentation on an abandoned delta-plain
peat swamp; the Middle Pennsylvanian Herrin
(No. 6) Coal, Energy Shale, Anna Shale, and
Brereton Limestone members, in southern Il-
linois (Utgaard, Jolin)
— Sodium, chlorine, and trace elements in Il-
linois Coal; influence of shale partings on their
variability within a mine (Chou, C. L., et al.)
— Standardizing slratigraphic nomenclature in
the Pennsylvanian System of the Illinois Basin
(Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
— Structural and paleoenvironmcntal history ot
the Pennsylvanian System in the Illinois Basin
(Palmer, James E.)
— Unifying nomenclature in the Pennsylvanian
System of the Illinois Basin (Jacobson. R. J.,
etal.)
— Vertical variations in the minerologicol and
clicmical composition of the uiulcrclay ol the
Herrin (No. 6) Coal in southwestern Illinois
(Stepusin, Susan M.)
Holocene see under stratigraphy under Tazewell
County
Hopklnton Formation
Interpreting histories of cementation of healed
brittle structures in the Plum River fault zone
of the Upper Mississippi Valley (Ludvigson,
G. A.)
Houchln Creek Coal Member
Characteristic features and compaction of plant
i issues traced from permineralized peat to coal
in Pennsylvanian coals (Desmoinesian) from
the Illinois Basin (Winston, Richard B.)
— Standardizing slratigraphic nomenclature in
the Pennsylvanian System of tlic Illinois Basin
(Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
— Unifying nomenclature in the Pennsylvanian
System of the Illinois Basin (Jacobson, R. J.,
etal.)
humic acids see under organic materials
hydrocarbons see under organic materials
hydrogen see deuterium; tritium
hydrogen—Isotopes
DIH: Gcochcmical evidence for Pleistocene
glacial mellwater recharge to the Cambrian-
Orovician aquifer in tlie North-Central United
States (Siegel, D. I.)
— Stabte-isotope and inclusion-fluid composi-
tion shades of epigenetic pyrite and sphalerite
from Illinois Basin coals (Whclan, Joseph P.,
etal.)
— Tlic chemical and thermal evolution of fluids
in the Cave-in-Rock District, Illinois; stable-
isotope systematics (Richardson, Catherine
K.)
tritium: Two-dimensional model of tritium mi-
gration from a low-level radioactive-waste dis-
posal site near Sheffield, Illinois (Holford,
Diana J.)
hydrogeology see ground water; hydrology
hydrogeology
ground water: Brine in Precambrian granite
from northern Illinois sampled by clution
(Couture, Rex A., et al.)
— Characterization of dye tracer plumes; in situ
field experiments (Naymik. T. G.)
— Characterization of hydrogeology and
ground water contamination at a creosote wood
treating plant in southern Illinois (Berggreen,
Richard George)
Extent and behavior of saline water in tlie
Elmhurst-Mt. Simon Aquifer, northeastern Il-
linois (Barnes, Marian Jackson)
— Ground water drainage to surface coal mines
refined (Weiss, Linda S.)
Simulation of ground-water flow across tlie
Mississippi Embayment (Weiss, Jonathan
S.)
Water resources of basal Pennsylvanian
sandstones, southwestern shelf of the Illinois
Basin (Poole, V. L., etal.)
hydrology: Assessment of sediment problem! in
Pecoria Lake, Illinois (Miller. Barbara A., et
al.)
Estimating overage velocities for selected
reaches of Illinois streams (Graf. Julia B.)
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hydrology—surveys
— Measurement of bedload discharge in nine
Illinois streams with the Helley-Smith sampler
(Graf, Julia B.)
— Sources of climalologic, hydrologic and
hydraulic information in the Illinois River
_ basin, Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin (Cur-
tis, G. W.)
— Suspended sediment transport from nonpoint
sources (Makowski, Paul B.)
— Hie response of floods and sediment yields
to climatic variation and land use in the upper
Mississippi Valley (Knox, J. C, et al.)
hydrology see ground water
see under hydrogeology
hydrology—surveys
Bureau County: Concepts and data-collection
techniques used in a study of the unsaturated
zone at a low-level radioactive-waste disposal
site near Sheffield, Illinois (Healy, R. W., et
al.)
— Erosion and landform modification at a low-
level radioactive waste disposal facility near
Sheffield, Illinois (Gray, John R.)
Du Page County: Delineating a landfill-derived
contaminant plume of diffuse nature in glacial
outwash deposits (Vagt, Peter J.)
Du Page River: Assessment of low-flow water
quality in the Du Page River, Illinois
(Freeman, W.O.,etal.)
Illinois: 1 985 inventory of Illinois surface water
resources (Baur, Richard J.)
— Development of integrated surface and
ground water management in Illinois (Cran-
dall, Douglas A.)
— Estimating average velocities for selected
reaches of Illinois streams (Graf, Julia B.)
— Historical stream channel disequilibrium in
north-central Illinois; causes and contemporary
manifestations (Fleming, Alfred J.)
— Landform modifications at a nuclear-waste
burial site (Gray, J. R.)
— Measurement of bedload discharge in nine
Illinois streams with the Helley-Smith sampler
(GTaf, Julia B.)
— Sulfur and oxygen isotope study of sulfate in
selected streams of northern Illinois
(Cipriano, Gary)
— Suspended sediment transport from nonpoint
sources (Makowski, Paul B.)
— Tlie effect of river water on phytotoxicity of
Ba, Cd and Cr (Wang, Wuncheng)
— Water resource data and preliminary trend
analysis for the highland Silver Lake Monitor-
ing and Evaluation Project, Madison County,
Illinois: Phase III (Davenport, Thomas E.)
— Water resources activities in Illinois, 1985
(Garrelts, Mary L.)
Illinois River basin: Sources of climalologic,
hydrologic and hydraulic information in tlie
Illinois River basin, Illinois, Indiana, and Wis-
consin (Curtis, G. W.)
Lake Michigan: Pu(V) as the stable form of
oxidized plutonium in natural waters (Orlan-
dini, K. A., et al.)
Mississippi River: Tlie response of floods and
sediment yields to climatic variation and land
use in tlie upper Mississippi Valley (Knox, J.
C, et al.)
Peoria Lake: Assessment of sediment problems
in Pecoria Lake, Illinois (Miller, Barbara A.,
etal.)
Saline River: Effects of mine drainage on the
benthos and periphyton of the Bankston Fork
of the Saline River (Kelly, Martin Henry)
United States: Techniques for estimating
slreamflow characteristics in the Eastern and
Interior coal provinces of the United States
(Wetzel, Kim L.)
Ice ages see glacial geology
Ichnofossils—occurrence
Pennsylvanian: Trace fossils in the Abbott and
Cascyville formations of the Eddyville Quad-
rangle, southern Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
igneous rocks see fluid inclusions; inclusions;
mctamorphic rocks; metasomatism
see under petrology
Igneous rocks
—
geochemistry
rare earllis: Element mobilities related to altera-
tion of granite from a 1DI 11' core (Jovanovic,
S.)
Igneous rocks
—
granites
biotite granite: Petrography, chemistry, specific
gravity, and magnetic properties of silicic
rocks, Illinois Deep Hole Project (Lidiak, E.
O.)
crystallization: Granitic rocks from deep drill
holes in the southwestern part of (lie Great
Lakes region (Vitaliano, Charles J.)
distribution: Vibroseis seismic reflection survey
to delineate the configuration of Precambrian
granite (Coates, Mary Sue)
petrography: Granitic rocks from three deep
drill-holes, Illinois (Vitaliano, Charles J., et
al.)
properties: Tlie Illinois Deep Hole Project; an
overview (Hinze, William J., et al.)
Igneous rocks
—
petrography
interpretation: Petrography and thermal con-
ductivity of Precambrian granitic rocks/from
Illinois deep holes UPH-2 and -3 (Eckstein,
Yoram, et al.)
Illinois Coal
The use of stable isotope ratios for monitoring
the behavior of organic and pyritic sulfur
during desulfurization of Illinois coals
(Coleman, D. D., el al.)
Imo Formation
Mid Carboniferous biostratigraphic relations,
southern Midcontinent, North America
(Manger, Walter L.)
Inclusions see fluid inclusions
Inclusions—mineral Inclusions
quartz: Granitic rocks from deep drill holes in
the southwestern part of the Great Lakes region
(Vitaliano, Charles J.)
Insecta—Coleopteroida
Pleistocene: Middle and late Wisconsinan
(Pleistocene) insect assemblages from Illinois
(Carter, Kristine D.)
Insects—blostratigraphy
Pleistocene: Fossil insect faunas associated with
the maximum late Wisconsinan ice advance in
the northern United States (Morgan, A. V.)
Intrusions see igneous rocks; metasomatism
Invertebrato see Echinodermata; ichnofossils; In-
secta
Invertebrata—faunal studies
popular geology: New categories for old fossils
(Harris, Paul)
Invertebrata—fossillzation
Pennsylvanian: Mazon Creek-type fossil as-
semblages in the U.S. Midcontinent Pennsyl-
vanian; their recurrent character and
palaeoenvironmental significance (Baird,
Gordon C, et al.)
Invertebrates see brachiopods; bryozoans; con-
odonts; corals; echinoderms; mollusks; ostracods;
radiolarians; trilobites
Iroquois County—engineering geology
slope stability: An active landslide in Iroqouis
County, Illinois (Bradford, Susan Carol, et
al.)
Iroquois County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Provenance of late Wisconsinan
(Woodfordian) till and origin of the Decatur
Sublobe, east-central Illinois (Johnson, W.
Hilton, etal.)
isostasy see changes of level
Isotope dating see absolute age
Isotopes see absolute age; geochronology
see under geochemistry
Isotopes
—
fluid inclusions
stable isotopes: The chemical and thermal
evolution of fluids in tlie Cave-in-Rock Dis-
trict, Illinois; stable-isotope systematica
(Richardson, Catherine K.)
isotopes
—
ground water
geochemical cycle: Uranium isotopic disequi-
librium in ground water as an indicator of
anomalies (Osmond, S. K., et al.)
ratios: Geochemical evidence for Pleistocene
glacial meltwater recharge to the Cambrian-
Orovician aquifer in the North-Central United
States (Siegel, D. I.)
isotopes—hydrogen
tritium: Two-dimensional model of tritium mi-
gration from a low-level radioactive-waste dis-
posal site near Sheffield, Illinois (Holford,
Diana J.)
Isotopes—oxygen
0-1810-16: Isotopic evidence for glacial
meltwater recharge to the Cambrian-Ordovi-
cian aquifer, north-central United States
(Siegel, D.I.)
— Neoformed Paleozoic K-feldspar (adularia)
in Precambrian basement rocks of the Mid-
western United States (Mensing, Teresa M.)
— Thermoluminescence dating and the chronol-
ogy of loess deposition in the central United
States (Canfield, Howard Evan)
Isotopes—radium
Ra-226: Distribution of gases in the unsaturated
zone near buried low-level radioactive waste
(Striegl, Robert G.)
Isotopes—sedimentary rocks
coal: Stable-isotope and inclusion-fluid com-
position shades of epigenetic pyrite and
sphalerite from Illinois Basin coals (Whelan,
Joseph F., et al.)
ratios: Geochemistry of regionally extensive
dolomites, Burlington and Keokuk formations
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Knox Megagroup
(Mississippian), Iowa and Illinois (Banner,
Jay, et al.)
Isotopes—strontium
Sr-S7lSr-86: Determination of initial Sr-isotope
compositions of dolostones from the Bur-
lington-Keokuk formations (Mississippian) of
Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri (Banner, J. L., et
al.)
— Strontium isotopes applied to tlie origin and
evolution of oil-field brines in the Illinois
Basin (Stueber, A. M., et al.)
Isotopes—sulfur
ratios: Sulfur isotopes related to sedimentation
conditions for metalliferous black shales of
Pcnnsylvanian age (Coveney, Raymond M.,
Jr.)
S-34IS-32: Correlation between the 6
34
S of
pyritic and organic sulfur in coal and oil shale
(Price, Fred T.)
— Tlie use of stable isotope ratios for monilor-
ing the behavior of organic and pyritic sulfur
during desulfurization of Illinois coals
(Coleman, D. D., et al.)
Isotopes—water
ratios: Sulfur and oxygen isotope study of sul-
fate in selected streams of northern Illinois
(Cipriano, Gary)
Jackson County—economic geology
lead ores: Mississippi valley-type (MVT) sul-
fide mineral deposits associated with Plum
River fault zone (PRFZ) of Upper Mississippi
Valley (Ludvigson, G. A.)
water resources: Water resources of basal Pcnn-
sylvanian sandstones in Perry, Jackson, and
Randolph counties, Illinois (Poole, Vickie
Lynn)
Jackson County—engineering geology
earthquakes: Estimation of earthquake effects
associated with large earthquakes in the New
Madrid seismic zone (Hopper, Margaret G.)
— Maps of hypothetical intensities for seven
cities (Dobrovolny, Ernest E., et al.)
— Mid-continent earthquakes; a survey of tlie
attitudes, knowledge and sources of informa-
tion of the general public (Malinconico,
Lawrence L., Jr., et al.)
Jackson County—environmental geology
geologic hazards: M id-continent earthquakes; a
survey of the attitudes, knowledge and sources
of information of the general public (Malin-
conico, Lawrence L., Jr., et al.)
Jasper County—stratigraphy
Pennsylvanian: Three Virgillian coal beds,
Mattoon Formation, east-central Illinois
(Weibel, C.Pius)
Jefferson County—economic geology
coal: Sodium, chlorine, and trace elements in
Illinois Coal; influence of shale partings on
their variability within a mine (Chou, C. L.,
et al.)
Jcffcrsonvllle Limestone
Paleoecology of Middle Devonian chitinozoans
from the Grand Tower Limestone of south-
western Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
Jersey County
—
paleobotany
algae: Fossil non calcareous algae from Visean
(Mid Mississippian) strata of Illinois (USA)
(Lcary, Richard L.)
Joachim Dolomite
The Joachim Dolomite; a Middle Ordovician
snbkha of Southeast Missouri and southern
Illinois, USA. (Okhravi, R.)
Johnson County—stratigraphy
Cambrian: Lithofacies and isopach mapping of
the Sauk Sequence in Illinois omitting tlie Mt.
Simon Sandstone and older strata (Sargent,
Michael L.)
Penusylvanian: A Morrowan/Atokan limestone
from the lower Abbott Formation of southern
Illinois (Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
— Regional facies of (he Casey ville Formation
(Lower Pcnnsylvanian) in Johnson and Pope
counties, Illinois (Bohm, Steven M.)
Proterozoic: Lithofacies and isopach mapping
of the Sauk Sequence in Illinois omitting tlie
Mt. Simon Sandstone and older strata (Sar-
gent, Michael L.)
joints see under style under fractures
Joliet Formation
Middle Silurian (Niagaran) sea level cycles;
North America and Europe (Lehmann, P. J.,
et al.)
— New observations on northeastern Illinois
Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald G.)
Jordnn Formation
Aeolian to marine transition in Cambro-Ordo-
vician cratonic sheet sandstones of the northern
Mississippi Valley, U.SA. (Dott, Robert H.,
Jr., et al.)
K
Kane County—engineering geology
tunnels: Hydrogeology of a potential supercon-
ducting super collider ring (SSC) site, north-
eastern Illinois (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
Kane County—hydrogeology
ground water: Yield verification of a dolomite
aquifer in Northeast Illinois (Sasman, R. T.,
elal.)
Kane County—stratigraphy
Ordovician: Lithofacies distribution within the
Maquoketa Group (Ordovician) in north-
eastern Illinois (Grease, Anne M.)
Quaternary: Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of
the Fox River Valley, Kane County, Illinois
(Curry, B. Brandon)
Kankakee County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentation: Near surface precipitates on
rock faces, joint surfaces and bedding planes
from Illinois, Kansas, Missouri and New York
(Reams, Max W.)
Kankakee Formation
Hydrogeology of a potential superconducting
super collider ring (SSC) site, northeastern Il-
linois (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
— New observations on northeastern Illinois
Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald G.)
— Porosity development in Silurian reservoirs
in Adams, Brown, and Schuyler counties
(Scyler, B.J.)
karst see under solution features under geomor-
phology
Kellerville Till Member
Clay mineral classification of the Kellerville
Till Member, western Illinois (Killey, Myrna
M.)
— Field trip guidebook to the geology of west-
central Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Introduction to the geology of west central
Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Stop 2; Illinoianoutwash and Kellerville Till,
Tennessee Sand and Gravel Quarry (Mc-
Cracken, Willard A.)
Kendall County—engineering geology
tunnels: Hydrogeology of a potential supercon-
ducting super collider ring (SSC) site, north-
eastern Illinois (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
Kendall County—hydrogeology
ground water: Yield verification of a dolomite
aquifer in Northeast Illinois (Sasman, R. T.,
etal.)
Kendall County—stratigraphy
Ordovician: Lithofacies distribution within tlie
Maquoketa Group (Ordovician) in north-
eastern Illinois (Grease, Anne M.)
Keokuk Limestone
Determination of initial Sr-isotopc composi-
tions of dolostones from the Burlington-
Keokuk formations (Mississippian) of Iowa,
Illinois, and Missouri (Banner, J. L., et al.)
— Field trip guidebook to the geology of west-
central Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Geochemistry of regionally extensive
dolomites, Burlington and Keokuk formations
(Mississippian), Iowa and Illinois (Banner,
Jay, et al.)
— Geodes; occurrence, origin, and mineralogy
(Hess, David F.)
— Introduction to the geology of west central
Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Near-surface and burial diagenesis of Missis-
sippian Burlington and Keokuk formations
(Kaufman, Jonathan, et al.)
— Stop 3; Keokuk Limestone and Warsaw
Shale, Grays Quarry (Collinson, Charles W.)
— Stop 4; Type Warsaw, Geode Glen Park,
Warsaw (Collinson, Charles W.)
— Slop 6; Entrenched meanders al Cedar Glen
Creek, Alice Kibbe Field Station (Hess,
David F.)
— Stop G-l; Field trip 2B; Colchester Stone
Company quarry, Fountain Green Road
(Hess, David F.)
— Two stage cementation of the Burlington-
Keokuk limestones in Illinois, Missouri, and
Iowa (Cander, Harris S., et al.)
Kings Lake Formation
K-bentonites of the Ordovician Decorah Sub-
group, Upper Mississippi Valley; correlation
by chemical fingerprinting (Kolata, Dennis
R..etal.)
Kinkald Limestone
Carbonate petrology of the Negli Creek Lime-
stone Member, Kinkaid Formation (Upper
Mississippian), soutlieni Illinois (Buchanan,
D. M.)
Knox Megagroup
Conodonts from tlie Everton Dolomite (Middle
Ordovician) in southern Illinois (Norby.
Rodney D., et al.)
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Lake Michigan Lobe
— Distribution of the Whiterockian Everton
Dolomite in III. (Sargent, Michael L.)
— Early geologic history of the area between the
Ozark Uplift and the Cincinnati Arch
(Schwalb, Howard R.)
_— Interpretation of recent seismic data from a
frontier hydrocarbon province; western Rough
Creek Oraben, southern Illinois and western
Kentucky (Bertagnc, Allen J., ct al.)
Lake Michigan Lobe
Evidence for post-Twocreekan age of the type
Calumet Shoreline of Olacial Lake Chicago
(Schneider, Allan F.)
land subsidence see under engineering geology
see under evaluation under mining geology
land use see pollution
landform description see under geomorphology
landslides see under mass movements under geo-
morphology
lava see igneous rocks •
Lawrence County—economic geology
petroleum: Mississippian oolite and non-
supratidal dolomite reservoirs in the Ste.
Genevieve Formation, North Bridgeport Field,
Illinois Basin (Choquette, Philip W.)
lead—isotopes
waste disposal: Applications of U-Th-Pb
isotope system alics to the problems of radioac-
tive waste disposal (Stuckless, J. S.)
lead ores see under economic geology under Car-
roll County: Jackson County
lead-zinc deposits see lead ores
lebensspuren see ichnofossils
see under biogenic structures under sedimentary
structures
lineutlon see structural analysis
Lingle Limestone
Paleoecology of Middle Devonian chitinozoans
from the Grand Tower Limestone of south-
western Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
liquid Inclusions see fluid inclusions
Llsman Formation
Phloem anatomy of the Carboniferous coenop-
terid ferns Anachoropteris and Ajikyropteris
(Smoot, Edith L.)
loess see under clastic sediments under sediments
see under glaciation under glacial geology
see under thermoluminescence under geochronol-
°gy
Louisville Formation
Middle Silurian (Niagaran) sea level cycles;
North America and Europe (Lehmann, P. J.,
etal.)
M
Macoupin County—engineering geology
waste disposal: Practical applications of
theoretical models to magnetometer surveys on
hazardous waste disposal sites; a case history
(Gilkeson, Robert H., et al.)
Macoupin County
—
geophysical surveys
magnetic surveys: Practical applications of
theoretical models to magnetometer surveys on
hazardous waste disposal sites; a case history
(Gilkeson, Robert H., et al.)
Madison County—soils
maps: Soil survey of Madison County, Illinois
(Goddard, T. M.)
Madison County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: A sedimentologic study of the Mis-
sissippi River valley fill at Alton, Illinois
(Averill, Sally Ann)
magmas see igneous rocks
magnetic surveys see under geophysical surveys
see under geophysical surveys under Macoupin
County
Mahomet Sand Member
Stratigraphy of the sediments within the
Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kempton, J. P.)
Maiden Till Member
Glacigenic diamictons of late Wisconsinan age
at Wedron, Illinois (Socha, Betty J., et al.)
— Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of the Fox
River Valley, Kane County, Illinois (Curry,
B. Brandon)
Mammalia—Proboscidea
Holocene: New and large palaeomastodont
from Holocene of Illinois (Madden, Cary T.)
mammals—occurrence
Holocene: Holocene mammal distributions in
Illinois and Missouri (Purdue, James R.)
mammals—rodents
Holocene: The influence of the burrowing mam-
mal Tamias striatus on the soil creep process
(Kosobud, Ann Maxine)
man, fossil see fossil man
mantle see under tectonophysics under United
States '
maps see under areal geology under Gallatin
County; Hardin County; Pope County; Saline
County
see under geophysical surveys under Gallatin
County
see under soils under Clark County; Hamilton
County; Madison County
see under stratigraphy under Brown County
Maquoketa Formation
An application of surface geophysics to evalua-
tion of regional groundwater resources
(Gilkeson, Robert H.)
— Comparison of computer-contoured subsur-
face maps in Illinois (Crockett, J. E.)
— Engineering characteristics of bedrock for
the proposed superconducting super collider in
Illinois (Bauer, Robert A., et al.)
— Hydrogeology of a potential superconducting
super collider ring (SSC) site, northeastern Il-
linois (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
— Interpretation of recent seismic data from a
frontier hydrocarbon province; western Rough
Creek Graben, southern Illinois and western
Kentucky (Bcrtagne, Allen J., ct al.)
— Lithofacies distribution within the Ma-
quoketa Group (Ordovician) in northeastern
Illinois (Grease, Anne M.)
— New observations on northeastern Illinois
Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald G.)
— Yield verification of a dolomite aquifer in
Northeast Illinois (Sasman, K. T., et al.)
Marmaton Group
Stratigraphy, dcpositional and diagenetic his-
tory of three Middle Pcnnsylvaniancyclothems
(Breezy Hill and Fort Scott limestones), Mid-
continent North America (Knight, Kimbcll
Lee)
mass movements see under geomorphology
Massac County—stratigraphy
Cambrian: Lithofacies and isopach mapping of
the Sauk Sequence in Illinois omitting the Mt.
Simon Sandstone and older strata (Sargent,
Michael L.)
Proterozoic: Lithofacies and isopach mapping
of the Sauk Sequence in Illinois omittiitg the
Mt. Simon Sandstone and older strata (Sar-
gent, Michael L.)
mathematical geology see data processing
Mattoon Formation
Lithostratigraphic revision within Upper Penn-
sylvanian Mattoon Formation, Illinois
(Weibel, C. Pius)
— Phloem anatomy of the Carboniferous
coenopterid ferns Anachoropteris and
Ankyropteris (Smoot, Edith L.)
— Resolution of stratigraphic disarray (Vir-
gilian of Illinois Basin) (Weibel, C. Pius)
— Three Vtrgillian coal beds, Mattoon Forma-
tion, east-central Illinois (Weibel, C. Pius)
Maumee River Member
Middle Silurian (Niagaran) sea level cycles;
North America and Europe (Lehmann, P. J.,
etal.)
McClosky Limestone
Reservoir geology of portion of Sailor Springs
consolidated field and its impact on primary
and secondary production (Lizak, John B.,
Jr.)
McDonough County—areal geology
guidebook: Field trip guidebook to the geology
of west-central Illinois (McCracken, Willard
A.)
west-central Illinois: Introduction to the geol-
ogy of westccntral Illinois (McCracken, Wil-
lard A.)
— Road log and route maps (Anonymous)
McDonough County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary structures: Stop G- 1 ; Field trip 2B;
Colchester Stone Company quarry, Fountain
Green Road (Hess, David F.)
McDonough County—stratigraphy
Mississippian: Stop 1; Mississippian-Pennsyl-
vanian section, Sutton Quarry (McCracken,
Willard A.)
— Stop 7; St. Louis Limestone, Colchester
Stone Company quarry (McCracken, Willard
A.)
— The Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconfor-
mity (Archbold, Norbert L.)
Pennsvlvanian: Stop I; Mississippian-Pennsyl-
vanian section, Sutton Quarry (McCracken,
Willard A.)
— Stop 8; Field trip 2A; Colchester Brick ami
Tile Company quarry (McCracken, Willard
A.)
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Murphysboro Coal Member
— Stop 9: Field trip 2A; Deformation features
in the Spoon and Carbondale formations, Ar-
gyle Lake State Park (McCracken, Willard
A.)
— The Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconfor-
mity (Archbold, Norbcrt L.)
McLean County
—
geomorpliology
fluvial features: The Mahomet bedrock valley
in Illinois; an update (Heigold, P. C, el al.)
McLean County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Detrital and authigenic pyrite in an
lllinoisan lacustrine silt, central Illinois
(Kirchner, James G.)
Provenance of late Wisconsinan (Woodfor-
dian) till and origin of the Decatur Sublobe,
cast-central Illinois (Johnson, W. Hilton, et
al.)
McLeansboro Formation
Lithologic and thickness variations of the
Brerelon Limestone in southwestern Illinois
(Bird, Shane R.)
— Vertical variations in the mineralogica! and
chemical composition of the underclay of tlte
Herrin (No. 6) Coal in southwestern Illinois
(Stepusin, Susan M.)
Mcl^eansboro Group
Some chemical structural features of coals of
differing maceral distributions and stratig-
raphy (Mudamburi, Zifambi)
meanders see under fluvial features under geo-
morpliology
meetings see symposia
Menard County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Middle and late Wisconsinan
(Pleistocene) insect assemblages from Illinois
(Carter, Kristine D.)
Mercer County—stratigraphy
Devonian: Devonian & Pennsylvanian stratig-
raphy of the Quad-Cities region, lllinois-lowa
(Hammer. William R., et al.)
Pennsylvanian: Devonian & Pennsylvanian
stratigraphy of ihe Quad-Cities region, lllinois-
lowa (Hammer, William R., et al.)
metal ores see base metals; lead ores; uranium ores
metallogeny see mineral deposits, genesis
metals
—
geochemistry
black sltale: Sulfur isotopes related to sedimen-
tationconditions for metalliferous black shales
of Pennsylvanian age (Coveney, Raymond
M, Jr.)
metamorphlc rocks see igneous rocks; metaso-
matism
see under petrology
metamorphlc rocks—cntaclasltes
textures: Deformation and diagenesis of
Paleozoic carbonates in the Plum River Fault
Zone (PRFZ), Upper Mississippi Valley
(Ludvigson, Greg A.)
metamorphlc rocks
—
gneisses
mineral composition: Neoformed Paleozoic K-
feldspar (adularia) in Precambrian basement
rocks of the Mid-western United States
(Mensing, Teresa M.)
metamorphlsm see melamorphic rocks; metaso-
matism
Bibliography
metasomatlc rocks see igneous rocks; melamor-
phic rocks; metasomatism
metasomatism—geochemistry
potassium: Potassium metasomatism and dif-
fusion in Cretaceous K-bentonites from the
Disturbed Belt, northwestern Montana and in
the Middle Devonian Tioga K-bentonite, East-
ern U.S.A. (Altaner, Stephen Paul)
meteor craters see meteorites
meteorites—composition
Dloomington Meteorite: The Bloomington
(LL6) chondrite and its shock melt glasses
(Dodd, Robert T, et al.)
Mifflin Formation
Lithologic, paleonlologic, and Sr concentration
as indicators for mixing model dolomitization
of the Quimbys Mill Formation
(Szpakowski, James)
Mlllbrlg Bentonite Bed
K-bentonites of the Ordovician Decorah Sub-
group, Upper Mississippi Valley; correlation
by chemical fingerprinting (Kolata, Dennis
R., et al.)
mineral deposits, genesis—base metals
hydrogeological controls: Hydrologic con-
straints on the genesis of the Upper Mississippi
Valley mineral district from Illinois Basin
brines (Betlike, Craig M.)
mineral exploration
—
geochemical methods
sur\>eys: A geochemical exploration survey of a
portion of Southern Illinois Fluorspar District
(Eisner, Michael)
— Geologic, geochemical, and mineral
resource assessment maps of the Garden of the
Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Hardin, Pope,
and Saline counties, Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
mineral exploration—programs
progress report: The Midcontinent Strategic
and Critical Minerals Project; objectives and
status, October 1985 (Pratt, Walden P.^
mineral inclusions see under inclusions
mineral prospecting see mineral exploration
mineral resources see under economic geology
see undereconomic geology i/mier Gallatin Coun-
ty; Hardin County; Pope County; Saline County;
United States
minerals see crystal growth
minerals—carbonates
geochemistry: Fluorescence of carbonates;
evidence that growth zoning can be caused by
dispersed organic matter (Cercone, Karen
Rose, et al.)
mining geology see under engineering geology
mining geology—evaluation
land subsidence: Ground subsidence and struc-
tural damage over an abandoned room- and-pil-
lar coal mine at Hegeler, 1L (Marino,
Gennaro G., et al.)
mining geology—methods
longwall mining: Some aspects of analysis and
prediction of subsidence (Siriwardane, H. J.)
underground mellivds: Subsidence prediction
in shallow room and pillar mines (Mis-
savage, Roger J., et al.)
underground mining: A non-metric close-range
photogrammetric system formapping geologic
structures in mines (Brandow, V. D., ct al.)
mining geology
—
production control
mines: Sodium, chlorine, and trace elements in
Illinois Coal; influence of shale partings on
dieir variability within a mine (Cliou, C. L.,
etal.)
miospores see under palynomorphs
Mtssisslpplan see under stratigraphy under
Hamilton County; Hancock County; McDonough
County; Monroe County; United States
Mohoroviclc discontinuity see crust; mantle
mollusks—cephalopods
Pennsylvanian: A Morrowan/Atokan limestone
from die lower Abbott Formation of southern
Illinois (Jacobson, Russell J., ct al.)
Monroe County—stratigraphy
Mississippian: Environments of deposition of
the lower Chesterian Aux Vases-Renault se-
quence in southeastern Missouri and south-
western Illinois (Fraunfelter, George H.)
Montrose Chert Member
Stop 3; Keokuk Limestone and Warsaw Shale,
Grays Quarry (Collinson, Charles W.)
— Stop 4; Type Warsaw, Geode Glen Park,
Warsaw (Collinson. Charles W.)
moraines see under glacial features under glacial
geology
Morton Loess
Thermoluminescence dating of sediment in the
Midwest (Canfield, Howard Evan)
Mount Simon Sandstone
Basal sandstones in the subsurface of the central
Midcontinent, United Slates (Lidiak, E. G.,
et al.)
— Brine in Precambrian granite from northern
Illinois sampled by elution (Couture, Rex A.,
etal.)
Early geologic history of the area between
the Ozark Uplift and the Cincinnati Arch
(Schwalb, Howard R.)
— Identification of seismic reflections from Ihe
basement (Randall, Karl Gordon)
— Map of the morphology of the top of Precam-
brian crystalline rocks in Illinois (Sargent,
Michael L.)
— Neoformed Paleozoic K-feldspar (adularia)
in Precambrian basement rocks of the Mid-
western United States (Mensing, Teresa M.)
— Sandstone diagenesis in the Illinois Basin
(Shebl, M.A.)
— Study of current underground injection con-
trol regulations and practices in Illinois
(Visocky. Adrian P., et al.)
Muldraugh Formation
Geodes; occurrence, origin, and mineralogy
(Hess, David F.)
Murphysboro Coal Member
Characteristic features and compaction of plant
tissues traced from permineralized peat to coal
in Pennsylvanian coals (Desmoinesiiin) from
the Illinois Basin (Winston. Richard B.)
museums see survey organizations
V)
Neda Formation
N
natural gns see under economic geology
see oil and gas fields
Neda Formation
Lilhofacies distribution wilhin Ihe Maqnoketa
Group (Ordovician) in nortlieaslem Illinois
(Urease, Anne M.)
Negll Creek Limestone Member
Carbonate petrology of the Negli Creek Lime-
stone Member, Kinkaid Formation (Upper
Mississippian), southern Illinois (Buchanan,
D. M.)
neotectonlcs see changes of level; tectonics
New Albany Shale
Interpretation of recent seismic data from a
frontier hydrocarbon province; western Rough
Creek Oraben, southern Illinois and western
Kentucky (Bertagne, Allen J., et al.)
— Organic geochemical characterization of the
New Albany Shale Group in ll>e Illinois Basin
(Chou, Mei-In M.)
New Burnslde Coal Member
Occurrence and distribution of fluorescent
macerals in coals from three coal basins of the
United States (Cardott, Brian J.)
noble gases see radon
nomenclature see under stratigraphy
nonmetal deposits see fluorspar
North America see Great Lakes region; United
States
North America—stratigraphy
Silurian: Middle Silurian (Niagaran) sea level
cycles; North America and Europe (Lch-
mann, P. J., et al.)
North Vernon Limestone
Paleoecology of Middle Devonian chitinozoans
from the Grand Tower Limestone of south-
western Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
Northern Hemisphere see North America
nuclear facilities see under engineering geology
O
Ogle County—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary rocks: Investigation of a joint-con-
trolled solution basin in Ogle County, Illinois
(Kuntz, Charles S.)
oil see petroleum
oil and gas fields see under economic geology
see natural gas; petroleum
see under economic geology under Brown County
oil sands see oil shale
oil shale see under economic geology
Omega Limestone Member
Resolution of stratigraphic disarray (Virgilian
of Illinois Basin) (Weibcl, C. Pius)
Oneota Dolomite
Karst-related features of the Upper Mississippi
Valley region (Hedges, James)
Orchard Creek Shale
Unusual edrioasteroids from the Orchard Creek
Shale (Late Ordovician), southern Illinois
(Gueasburg, T. E.)
Ordovician see under stratigraphy under Brown
County; DeKalb County; Du Page County; Effin-
gham County: Franklin County; Great Lakes
region; Kane County; Kendall County; Pope Coun-
'y
organic materials see natural gas; oil shale;
petroleum
organic materials
—
geochemistry
coal balls: Qualification of organic matter in
coal balls from the Illinois Basin, United States
(Lyons, Paul C, et al.)
water: The organic drilling fluid controversy;
part II (Richard, M. R.)
organic materials—humic acids
coal: Geochemical and pelrographic charac-
terization of humic coals considered as possible
oil source rocks (Bertrand, Philippe)
organic materials—hydrocarbons
coal: Some chemical structural features of coals
of differing maceral distributions and stratig-
raphy (Mudamburi, Zifambi)
geochemistry: The chemical and thermal evolu-
tion of fluids in the Cave-in-Rock District,
Illinois: mineralogy, paragenesis and fluid in-
clusions; reply (Richardson, Catherine K.)
— The chemical and thermal evolution of the
fluids in the Cavc-in-Rock fluorspar district,
Illinois: mineralogy, paragenesis and fluid in-
clusions: discussion (Brccke, E. A.)
shale: Organic geochemical characterization of
the New Albany Shale Group in the Illinois
Basin (Giou, Mei-ln M.)
orogeny see tectonics
ostracods—biostratlgraphy
Pennsylvanian: A Morrowan/Atokan limestone
from (lie lower Abbott Formation of southern
Illinois (Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
Otis Formation
Devonian stratigraphy in the Quad Cities area,
eastern lowa-northwestern Illinois (Witzke,
Brian J., et al.)
/
oxygen—isotopes
getx-hemistry: Geochemical evidence for Pleis-
tocene glacial meltwater recharge to the
Cambrian-Orovician aquifer in the North-
Central United States (Siegel, D. I.)
0-18IO-16: Geochemistry of regionally exten-
sive dolomites, Burlington and Keokuk forma-
tions (Mississippian), Iowa and Illinois
(Banner, Jay, etal.)
— Isotopic evidence for glacial meltwater
recharge to the Cambrian-Ordovician aquifer,
north-central United States (Siegel, D. I.)
— Neoformed Paleozoic K-feldspar (adularia)
in Precambrian basement rocks of Ihe Mid-
western United States (Mensing, Teresa M.)
— Stable-isotope and inclusion-fluid composi-
tion shades of epigenetic pyrite and sphalerite
from Illinois Basin coals (Whelan, Joseph F.,
etal.)
— Sulfur and oxygen isotope study of sulfate in
selected streams of northern Illinois
(Cipriano, Gary)
— The chemical and thermal evolution of fluids
in the Cave-in-Rock District, Illinois; stable-
isotope systematics (Richardson, Catherine
K.)
— Thcrmoluminesccnce dating and the chronol-
ogy of loess deposition in the central United
States (Canfield, Howard Evan)
paleobotany
gymnosperms: Studies of Carboniferous
pteridosperm seeds; the relationship of the in-
tegument and nucellus in Pachytesta gigantea
(Sinoot, E. L.)
pteridophytes: Anatomically and morphologi-
cally preserved Linopteris obliqua Bunbury
from the Herrin No. 6 Coal of southern Illinois
(Rischbieter, Michael O.)
— Taxonomy of specimens of the Pennsylva-
nian-age marattialean fem Psaronius from
Ohio and Illinois (Mickle, James E.)
paleoclimatology—Holocene
Illinois: Prehistoric settlement patterns and
Holocene environmental change in the eastern
Prairie Peninsula (Warren, Robert E.)
paleoclimatology—Pleistocene
Menard County: Middle and late Wisconsinan
(Pleistocene) insect assemblages from Illinois
(Carter, Kristine D.)
United States: Fossil insect faunas associated
with the maximum late Wisconsinan ice ad-
vance in the nortiiern United States (Morgan,
A. V.)
paleoclimatology
—
Quaternary
Great Lakes region: Late-Quaternary pollen
records and vegetational history of the Great
Lakes region; United States and Canada
(Holloway, Richard G.)
paleoecology—corals
Mississippian: Stop 7; St. Louis Limestone,
Colchester Stone Company quarry (Mc-
Cracken, WillardA.)
paleoecology—ferns
Pennsylvanian: Stop 8; Field trip 2A: Col-
cltestcr Brick and Tile Company quarry (Mc-
Cracken, WillardA.)
paleoecology—Insects
Pleistocene: Fossil insect faunas associated with
the maximum late Wisconsinan ice advance in
the northern United States (Morgan, A. V.)
paleoecology
—
palynomorphs
Cenozoic: Paleoecology of the Biggsville area,
western Illinois, during Farmdalian time
(Bak«r, Richard G., et al.)
Devonian: Paleoecology of Middle Devonian
chitinozoans from tlie Grand Tower Limestone
of southwestern Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
paleoecology—Pennsylvanian
Illinois: Depositional environments and
variability of the Brereton Limestone Member
(Pennsylvanian, Desmoinesian), an important
coal mine roof rock, in southwestern Illinois
(Utgaard, John E., et al.)
United States: Mazon Creek-type fossil as-
semblages in the U.S. Midcontincnt Pennsyl-
vanian; their recurrent character and
palaeoenvironmental significance (Baird,
Gordon C, et al.)
paleoecology
—
Quaternary
Great Lakes region: Late-Quaternary pollen
records and vegetational history of the Great
Lakes region; United States and Canada
(Holloway, Richard G.)
Illinois: Applications of a geographical infor-
mation system to long-term ecological research
in Illinois (Orbock Miller, Suzanne M.)
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Potosl Dolomite
paleogeography—Mlsslsslpplan
Hamilton County: Mixed siliciclastics and car-
bonate sedimentation within Spar Mountain
Member of Ste. Genevieve Limestone, Hamil-
ton County, Illinois (Roberts, Michael J.)
.
Illinois: Illinois Basin; technically influenced
ramp during Chestcrian (Treworgy, Janis ID.)
— Stratigraphy and oppositional settings of lite
Chestcrian (Mississippian) Frai leys/Big Clifty
and Haney formatioas in the Illinois Basin
(Treworgy, Janis Driver)
paleontology
Conodonta: Vogelgnathus, a new Mississippian
conodont genus (Norby, Rodney D.)
Echinodermata: Functional morphology of a
unique late Paleozoic stemless crinoid (Et-
tensohn, Frank R.)
Inverlebrata: Mazon Creek-type fossil as-
semblages in the U.S. Midcontinent Pennsyl-
vanian; their recurrent character and
palaeocnvironmcntal significance (Baird,
Gordon C, ct al.)
Reptilia: Stegosaurus; a paleontological puzzle
(Debus, Allen A.)
Paleosols see under soils
see under dates under absolute age
paleotemperaturejee geologic thermometry
Paleozoic see Cambrian; Devonian; Mississip-
pian; Ordovician; Pennsylvanian; Silurian
paleozoogeography see biogeography
palynomorphs—Cliltlnozoa
Devonian: Paleoecology of Middle Devonian
chitinozoans from tlie GrandTower Limestone
of southwestern Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
palynomorphs—mlospores
Cenozoic: Paleoecology of the Biggsville area,
western Illinois, during Farmdalian lime
(Baker, Richard G., et al.)
Pennsylvanian: Ultrastructure of sphenophyl-
lalean spores (Taylor, Wilson A.)
Quaternary: Late-Quaternary pollen records
and vegetational history of the Great Lakes
region; United States and Canada (Hol-
loway, Richard G.)
paragenesls—fluorspar
Hardin County: The chemical and thermal
evolution of fluids in the Cave-in-Rock Dis-
trict, Illinois; mineralogy, paragenesis and
fluid inclusions; reply (Richardson,
Catherine K.)
— Tlie chemical and thermal evolution of the
fluids in the Cave-in-Rock fluorspar district,
Illinois; minernlogy, paragenesis and fluid in-
clusions; discussion (Brecke, E. A.)
Pearl Formation
Morphological delineation of an oil brine
plume within a shallow aquifer in Bond Coun-
ty, Illinois, using earth resistivity measure-
ments (Van Biersel, Thomas P., et al.)
Pearlette Ash Member
An evaluation of thermolumincsccnce dates of
pre-late Wisconsin loess from the central
United States (Canfield, Howard E.)
Pennsylvanian see under stratigraphy under Han-
cock County; Henry County; Jasper County;
Johnson County: McDonough County; Mercer
County; Pope County; Rock Island County; Scott
County; Shelby County; Williamson County
Bibliography
Peoria County
—
geomorphology
cryptoexplosion features: Dating of craters and
extinctions; discussion (Secger, C. Ronald)
Peoria Loess
Introduction to the geology of west central Il-
linois (McCracken. WHInrd A.)
— Stop I; Mississippian-Pennsylvanian sec-
tion, Sutton Quarry (McCracken, Willard A.)
periglaclal features see under glacial geology
permafrost see under periglacial features under
glacial geology
Perry County—economic geology
water resources: Water resources of basal Penn-
sylvanian sandstones in Perry, Jackson, and
Randolph counties, Illinois (Poole, Vickie
Lynn)
petroleum see under economic geology
see oil and gas fields
see under economic geology under Adams Coun-
ty; Brown County; data processing; Lawrence
County; Schuyler County
petrology
fluid inclusions: Tlie chemical and thermal
evolution of fluids in the Cave-in-Rock Dis-
trict, Illinois: stable-isotope systcmatics
(Richardson, Catherine K.)
igneous rocks: Petrography, chemistry, specific
gravity, and magnetic properties of silicic
rocks, Illinois Deep Hole Project (Lidiak, E.
G.)
metamorphic rocks: Neoformed Paleozoic K-
fcldspar (adularia) in Prccanibrian basement
rocks of the Mid-western United Stales
(Mensing, Teresa M.)
Phanerozolc see Cambrian; Devonian: Holocene;
Mississippian; Ordovician; Pennsylvanian; Pleis-
tocene: Quaternary; Silurian
physical geography see geomorphology
Piatt County
—
geomorphology
fluvial features: The Mahomet bedrock valley
in Illinois', an update (Heigold, P. C, c4 al.)
Pike County
—
geomorphology
fluvial features: Geomorphology and stratig-
raphy of Mississippi Valley alluvial fans in
west-central Illinois (Leigh, David S.)
Piano Silt Member
Altonian (early Wisconsinan) deposits in north-
ern Illinois; a review (Curry, B. Brandon)
— Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of the Fox
River Valley, Kane County, Illinois (Curry,
B. Brandon)
Plantae see algae; ferns; gymnosperm flora: gym-
nosperms; ichnofossils; palynomorphs;
pteridophytes
Plantae—fossillzatlon
Pennsylvanian: Mazon Creek-type fossil as-
semblages in the U.S. Midcontinent Pennsyl-
vanian: their recurrent character and
palaeocnvironmcntal significance (Baird,
Gordon C, et al.)
Plantae—occurrence
Pennsylvanian: Expeditions; Floating for fos-
sils (Mori, Joyce)
Phittevllle Formation
Ilydrogeology of a potential superconducting
supercollider ring (SSC) site, northeastern Il-
linois (Dixon, William G., Jr., et al.)
Pleistocene see under stratigraphy under Cham-
paign County; Ford County; Great Lakes region;
Hancock County; Iroquois County; Madison
County; McLean County; Menard County; United
States; Woodford County
plutontum
—
geochemistry
surface water: Pu(V) as the stable form of
oxidized plutonium in natural waters (Orlan-
dini, K. A., etal.)
pollen see palynomorphs
pollution see under environmental geology
see waste disposal
see under environmental geology under Du Page
County
Pope County—areal geology
maps: Geologic, geochemical, and mineral
resource assessment maps of the Garden of tlie
Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Hardin, Pope,
and Saline counties, Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
Pope County—economic geology
mineral resources: Geologic, geochemical, and
mineral resource assessment maps of the Gar-
den of the Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Har-
din, Pope, and Saline counties, Illinois
(Klasner, J. S.)
Pope County
—
paleontology
ichnofossils: Trace fossils in the Abbott and
Caseyville formations of the Eddyville Quad-
rangle, southern Illinois (Devera, Joseph A.)
Pope County—stratigraphy
Cambrian: Lilhofacies and isopach mapping of
the Sauk Sequence in Illinois omitting the Mt.
Simon Sandstone and older strata (Sargent,
Michael L.)
Ordovician: Distribution of the Whiterockian
Everton Dolomite in 111. (Sargent, Michael
L.)
Pennsylvanian: Regional facies of the
Caseyville Formation (Lower Pennsylvanian)
in Johnson and Pope counties, Illinois
(Bohm, Steven M.)
Proterozoic: Lithofacies and isopach mapping
of the Sauk Sequence in Illinois omitting tlie
Mt. Simon Sandstone and older strata (Sar-
gent, Michael L.)
potassium
—
geochemistry
hentonite: Potassium metasomatism and dif-
fusion in Cretaceous K-benlonitcs from tlie
Disturbed Belt, northwestern Montana and in
tlie Middle Devonian Tioga K-bentonite, East-
ern U.S.A. (Altaner, Stephen Paul)
Potosl Dolomite
Study of current underground injection control
regulations and practices in Illinois
(Visocky, Adrian P., et al.)
Precambrlan see Proterozoic
see under geochronology under Stephenson Coun-
<y
see under stratigraphy under Calhoun County:
Clinton County; Gallatin County: Winnebago
County
Proboscldca see under Mammalia
Proterozoic see Precaiiibrian
see under stratigraphy under Johnson County;
Massac County; Pope County
pteridophytes see ferns
see under paleobotany
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pCeridophytes—Fllicopslda
pteridophytes—Fllicopslda
Pennsylvanian: Taxonomy of specimen* of the
Pennsylvanian-agemarattialeanfernPsaronius
from Ohio and Illinois (Mickle, James E.)
pteridophytes—floral studies
" Pennsylvanian: Phloem anatomy of die Car-
boniferous coenopterid ferns Anachoroptcris
and Ankyropteris (Smoot, Edith L.)
pteridophytes—Lycopslda
Pennsylvanian: Vascular cambium and wood
development in Carboniferous plants; I,
Lepidodcndralcs (Cichau, Michael A.)
pteridophytes—morphology
Pennsylvanian: Anatomically and morphologi-
cally preserved Linopteris obliqua Bunbury
from the Herrin No. 6 Coal of southern Illinois
(Rischbieter, Michael O.)
pteridophytes—Sphenopslda
Pennsylvanian: Vascular cambium and wood
development in Carboniferous plants', II,
Sphenophyllum plurifoliatum Williamson and
Scott (Sphenophyllales) (Cichan, Michael
A.)
Pulaski County—engineering geology
earthquakes: Estimation of earthquake effects
associated with large earthquakes in die New
Madrid seismic zone (Hopper, Margaret O.)
— Maps of hypothetical intensities for seven
cities (Dobrovolny, Ernest E., et al.)
Purington Shale Member
Modal analysis and mineral chemistry of the
Pennsylvanian Purington Shale (Moore,
Duane M.)
— Shallow burial diagenesis of the Pennsylva-
nian Purington Shale (Moore, Duane M.)
quartz see under mineral inclusions under in-
clusions
Quaternary see under geochronology
see Holocene; Pleistocene
see under stratigraphy
Quaternary
—
geochronology
absolute age: Thermolumincscence dating of
sediment in the Midwest (Canfield, Howard
Evan)
Qulmbys Mill Member
Hydrogeology of a potential superconducting
super collider ring (SSC) site, northeastern Il-
linois (Dixon, William O., Jr., ct al.)
— Lithologic, paleontologic, and Sr concentra-
tion as indicators for mixing model dolomiliza-
tion of the Quimbys Mill Formation
(Szpakowski, James)
R
Racine Dolomite
New observations on northeastern Illinois
Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald G.)
radioactive dating see absolute age
radiocarbon dating se e absolute age
rudiolarians—biostratigraphy
Silurian: Discovery of radiolarians from north-
ern Illinois; a preliminary report (Ling, Hsin
Yi)
rudium—isotopes
Ra-226: Distribution of gases in the unsaturated
zone near buried low-level radioactive waste
(Striegl, RobertO.)
radioactive isotopes: Ra and Ra in water
supplies (Lucas, Henry F.)
Radnor Till Member
Dctritnl and authigenic pyritc in an Illinoisan
lacustrine silt, central Illinois (Kirchner,
James O.)
radon—Isotopes
Rn-222: Distribution of gases in the unsaturated
zone near buried low-level radioactive waste
(Striegl, Roberta.)
Randolph County—economic geology
water resources: Water resources of basal Penn-
sylvanian sandstones in Perry, Jackson, and
Randolph counties, Illinois (Poole, Vickie
Lynn)
rare enrtlis
—
geochemistry
granites: Element mobilities related to altera-
tion of granite from a IDHP core (Jovanovic,
S.)
reclamation see pollution
reefs see under sedimentary petrology
Relsner Limestone Member
Lithostratigraphic revision within Upper Penn-
sylvanian Mattoon Formation, Illinois
(Weibel, C. Pius)
— Resolution of stratigraphic disarray (Vir-
gilian of Illinois Basin) (Weibel, C. Pius)
— Three Virgillian coal beds, Mattoon Forma-
tion, east-central Illinois (Weibel, C. Pius)
remote sensing see geophysical methods
see under geophysical surveys under United States
see under geophysical surveys
Renault Formation
Environments of deposition of the lower
Chesterian Aux Vases-Renault sequence in
southeastern Missouri and southwestern Il-
linois (Fraunfelter, George H.)
Reptilla see under paleontology
Reptilla—Ornithischia
Jurassic: Stegosaurus; a paleontological puzzle
(Debus, Allen A.)
reservoir rocks see under carbonate rocks under
sedimentary rocks
reservoirs see dams
Reynoldsburg Coal Member
A Morrowan/Atokan limestone from the lower
Abbott Formation of southern Illinois (Jacob-
son, Russell J., el al.)
Rldenhower Formation
Vogelgnathus, a new Mississippian conodont
genus (Norby, Rodney D.)
rivers see hydrology
Robein Silt
Altonian (early Wisconsinan) deposits in north-
ern Illinois; a review (Curry, B. Brandon)
— Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of the Fox
River Valley, Kane County, Illinois (Curry,
B. Brandon)
— Stratigraphy of the sediments within the
Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kcmpton, J. P.)
Rock Island County—stratigraphy
Devonian: Devonian & Pennsylvanian stratig-
raphy of the Quad-Cities region, Illinois-Iowa
(Hammer, William R., et al.)
— Devonian stratigraphy in the Quad Cities
area, eastern Iowa-northwestern Illinois
(Witzke, Brian J., et al.)
Pennsylvanian: Devonian & Pennsylvanian
stratigraphy of the Quad-Cities region, Illinois-
Iowa (Hammer, William R., el al.)
rock mechanics see under engineering geology
see soil mechanics; underground installations
rock mechanics—deformation
compressive strength: Effects of moisture on
anchorage capacity of expansion shell rock
bolls (Chugh. Yoginder P.)
— Moisture adsorption rate and strength
degradation of Illinois shales (Tandanand,
Sathit)
rock mechanics—experimental studies
microcracks: Microcrack study of granitic cores
from Illinois deep borehole UPH-3 (Kowal-
lis, Bart J.)
rock mechanics—materials, properties
hydraulic properties: Movement of fossil pore
fluids in granite basement, Illinois (Couture,
Rex A.)
Roxana Silt
Introduction to the geology of west central Il-
linois (McCrackcn, Willard A.)
— Stratigraphy of the sediments within the
Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kempton, J. P.)
— Thcrmoluminescence dating of sediment in
the Midwest (Canfield, Howard Evan)
Saint Louis Limestone
Field trip guidebook to the geology of west-
central Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Fossil non calcareous algae from Visean
(Mid Mississippian) strata of Illinois (USA)
(Leary, Richard L.)
— Introduction to the geology of west central
Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Stop I; Mississippian-Pennsylvaiuan sec-
tion, Sutton Quarry (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Stop 7; St. Louis Limestone, Colchester
Stone Company quarry (McCracken, Willard
A.)
— The Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconfor-
mity (Archbold, Norbert L.)
Saint Peter Sandstone
Aeolian to marine transition in Cambro-Ordo-
viciancratonic sheet sandstones of the northern
Mississippi Valley, U.S.A. (Dott, Robert H.,
Jr., et al.)
— Conodonts from the Evcrton Dolomite (Mid-
dle Ordovician) in southern Illinois (Norby,
Rodney D., et al.)
— Distribution of the Whitcrockian Everton
Dolomite in III. (Sargent, Michael L.)
— Sandstone diagenesis in the Illinois Basin
(Shcbl, M.A.)
— Tectonics, biostratigraphy and I iihostra-
tigraphy of the MohawkianandCincinnatianof
the Upper Mississippi Valley (Sloan, Robert
E.)
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sedimentary rocks—clastic rocks
Saint Simon Sandstone
Vibroscis seismic reflection survey to delineate
the configuration of Precambrian granite
(Coates, Mary Sue)
Salnte Genevieve Limestone
Case histories of computers in oil exploration;
Part I, Polynomial trend surface analysis
(Maslyn, R. Mark)
— Mississippian oolite and non-supratidal
dolomite reservoirs in the Sic. Genevieve For-
mation, North Bridgeport Field, Illinois Basin
(Choquette. Philip W.)
— Mixed siliciclaslics and carbonate sedimen-
tation within Spnr Mountuin Member of Ste.
Genevieve Limestone, Hamilton County, Il-
linois (Roberts, Michael J.)
Salem Limestone
Study of current underground injection control
regulations and practices in Illinois
(Visocky, Adrian P., el al.)
Saline County—areal geology
maps: Geologic, geochemical, and mineral
resource assessment maps of the Garden of the
Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Hardin, Pope,
and Saline counties, Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
Saline County—economic geology
mineral resources: Geologic, geochemical, and
mineral resource assessment maps of the Gar-
den of the Gods Roadless Area, Gallatin, Har-
din, Pope, and Saline counties, Illinois
(Klasner, J. S.)
Sangamon Soil
Age of surficial till of Boone and Winnebago
counties, Illinois; a soil-geomorphic analysis
(McKenna, Dennis P.)
Stratigraphy of the sediments within the
Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kempton, J. P.)
Sansbee Formation
Mid Carboniferous bioslratigraphic relations,
southern Midcontinent, North America
(Manger, Walter L.)
Sauk Sequence
Distribution of the Whiterockian Everton
Dolomite in III. (Sargent, Michael L.)
— Lithofacies and isopach mapping of the Sauk
Sequence in Illinois omitting the Mt. Simon
Sandstone and older strata (Sargent, Michael
L.)
Scales Shale
Lithofacies distribution within the Maquoketa
Group (Ordovician) in northeastern Illinois
(Grease, Anne M.)
Schuyler County—economic geology
petroleum: Porosity development in Silurian
reservoirs in Adams, Brown, and Schuyler
counties (Seyler, B. J.)
Schuyler County
—
geochemistry
trace elements: Groundwater geology and
buried valleys of glacial origin in Schuyler
County, Illinois (Hess, D. P., et al.)
Scotch Grove Formation
Interpreting histories of cementation of healed
brittle structures in tlic Plum River fault zone
of the Upper Mississippi Valley (Ludvigson,
G. A.)
Bibliography
Scott County—stratigraphy
Devonian: Devonian & Pennsylvanian stratig-
raphy of the Quad-Cities region, Illinois-Iowa
(Hammer, William R., ct al.)
— Devonian stratigraphy in the Quad Cities
area, eastern Iowa-northwestern Illinois
(Witzke, BrianJ.,etal.)
Pennsylvanian: Devonian & Pennsylvanian
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— Stratigraphy and depositional settings of the
Cliesterian (Mississippian) Fraileys/Big Clifly
and Haney formations in the Illinois Basin
(Treworgy, Janis Driver)
Ordovician: Conodonts from the Everton
Dolomite (Middle Ordovician) in southern Il-
linois (Norby, Rodney D., et al.)
— Tectonics, biostratigraphy and lithostra-
tigraphy of the Mohawkian and Cincinnaiianof
the Upper Mississippi Valley (Sloan, Robert
E.)
— The depositional environment of tlie Starved
Rock Sandstone in Southeast Iowa and western
Illinois (Nunn, J. R.)
Paleozoic: Early geologic history of the area
between the Ozark Uplift and tlie Cincinnati
Arch (Schwalb, Howard R.)
Pennsylvanian: A new feature in the Pennsylva-
nian of the Illinois Basin; clastic infilling of a
lacustrine basin (Treworgy, Janis D.)
— Depositional environments and variability of
the Brereton Limestone Member (Pennsylva-
nian, Desmoinesian), an important coal mine
roof rock, in southwestern Illinois (Utgaard,
John E., et al.)
— Geology of Northwest Jackson County with
special emphasis on the Caseyville Formation
(Sonnefie Id, Robert D.)
— Lithostraligraphic revision within Upper
Pennsylvanian Mattoon Formation, Illinois
(Weibcl, C. Pius)
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Towbridge Coal
— Mid Carboniferous biostratigraphic rela-
tions, soutltern Midcontinent, North America
(Manger, Walter L.)
— Middle Peiuuylvanian swamp communities
(Raymond, A., et al.)
.
— Resolution of straligrapliic disarray (Vir-
gilian of Illinois Basin) (Weibel, C. Pius)
— Sedimentation on an abandoned delta-plain
peat swamp: the Middle Pennsylvanian Herrin
(No. 6) Coal, Energy Shale, Anna Shale, and
Brereton Limestone members, in southern Il-
linois (Utgaard, John)
— Shallow coal bed delineation with resistivity
mapping in the Illinois Basin (Price, Robert
C)
— Standardizing stratigraphic nomenclature in
the Pennsylvanian System of the Illinois Basin
(Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
— Structural and paleoenvironmental history of
the Pennsylvanian System in the Illinois Basin
(Palmer, James E.)
Pleistocene: A I Ionian (early Wisconsinan) de-
posits in northern Illinois; a review (Curry, B.
Brandon)
— Clacigenic diamictons of late Wisconsinan
age at Wedron, Illinois (Socha, Betty J., et
al.)
Quaternary: Stratigraphy of the sediments
within the Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kempton, J. P.)
— The Yorkville-Wadsworth Till Member
boundary in the southern sector of the Joliet
Sublobe, northeastern Illinois (Killey,
Myma M.)
Silurian: New observations on nortlteastern Il-
linois Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald O.)
stratigraphy—nomenclature
standardization: Standardizing stratigraphic
nomenclature in the Pennsylvanian System of
the Illinois Basin (Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
streams see hydrology
strontium
—
geochemistry
dolomilizalion: Lithologic, palcontologic, and
Sr concentration as indicators for mixing
mode I dolomitization of the Quimbys Mill For-
mation (Szpakowski, James)
strontium—isotopes
Sr-87ISr-86: Determination of initial Sr-isotope
compositions of dolostoncs from the Bur-
lington-Keokuk formations (Mississippion) of
Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri (Banner, J. L.. et
al.)
— Strontium isotopes applied to the origin and
evolution of oil-field brines in the Illinois
Basin (Stueber, A. M., et al.)
structural analysis see under structural geology
see tectonics
structural analysis—faults
deformation: Deformation and diagenesis of
Paleozoic carbonates in the Plum River Fault
Zone (PRFZ), Upper Mississippi Valley
(Ludvigson, Orcg A.)
structural analysis—Interpretation
deformation: Deformation of Illinois "deep-
hole" granites (Carter, Neville L.)
structural geology
faults: An analysis of the Rend Lake fault sys-
tem in southern Illinois (Keys, John N.)
— Deformation and diagenesis of Paleozoic
carbonates in the Plum River Fault Zone
(PRFZ), Upper Mississippi Valley (Ludvig-
son, Greg A.)
— Structural history of I.usk Creek fault zone,
southern Illinois (Nelson, W. Jolin)
fractures: Reconnaissance study of joint pat-
terns; Southeast Kentucky to souuVrn Illinois
(Swenson, Alan)
structural analysis: Deformation of Illinois
"deep-hole" granites (Carter, Neville L.)
tectonics: Delineation of boundaries within
Midcontinent Proterozoic terranes using
aeromagnctic mapping (Van Schmus, W. R.)
— Structural and paleoenvironmental history of
the Pennsylvanian System in the Illinois Basin
(Palmer, James E.)
structural petrology see structural analysis
Sugar Run Formation
Middle Silurian (Niagaran) sea level cycles;
North America and Europe (Lchmann, P. J.,
et al.)
— New observations on northeastern Illinois
Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald O.)
sulfur
—
geochemistry
coal: Characterization of volatile sulfur com-
pounds produced from Illinois coal chars
(Chou, Mei-ln Melissa)
— Relationship between geocliemistry of coal
and the nature of strata overlying the Herrin
Coal in the Illinois Basin, U.S.A. (Chou..
Chen-Lin)
— Sulfur content of coal in the Appalachian and
Illinois basins (Trent, V. A.)
sulfur—isotopes
ratios: Sulfur isotopes related to sedimentation
conditions for metalliferous black shales of
Pennsylvanian age (Covency, Raymond M.,
Jr.)
S-34IS-32: Correlation between the 6 S of
pyritic and organic sulfur in coal and oil shale
(Price, Fred T.)
— Stable-isotope and inclusion-fluid composi-
tion shades of epigenetic pyritc and sphalerite
from Illinois Basin coals (Whelan, Joseph 1\,
etal.)
— Sulfur and oxygen isotope study of sulfate in
selected streams of northern Illinois
(Cipriano, Gary)
— The chemical and thermal evolution of fluids
in the Cavc-in-Rock District, Illinois; stable-
isotope systematics (Richardson, Catherine
K.)
— The use of stable isotope ratios for monitor-
ing die behavior of organic and pyritic sulfur
during desulfurization of Illinois coals
(Coleman, D. D., et al.)
sulphur see sulfur
surface water see hydrology
S'urvant Cool Member
Standardizing stratigraphic nomenclature in the
Pennsylvanian System of the Illinois Basin
(Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
— Unifying nomenclature in the Pennsylvanian
System of tlie Illinois Basin (Jacobson, R. J.,
etal.)
survey organizations—current research
U. S. Geological Survey: Hie Midcontinent
Strategic and Critical Minerals Project; objec-
tives und status, October 1985 (Pratt, Walden
P)
— Water resources activities in Illinois, 1985
(Garrelts, Mary L.)
symposia—areal geology
Hancock County: Field trip guidebook to the
geology of west-central Illinois (McCracken,
WillardA.)
McDonough County: Field trip guidebook to tlte
geology of west-central Illinois (McCracken,
WillardA.)
Tar Springs Sandstone
Reservoir geology and description for sup-
plemental recovery, Tar Springs deltaic reser-
voirs, Benton Field, Illinois (Sneider, Robert
M.)
Tazewell County
—
geomorphology
cryptoexplosion features: Dating of craters and
extinctions; discussion (Soeger, C. Ronald)
Tazewell County—strntlgraphy
Holocene: Taphonomy of ice-trapped coot
population on Spring Lake, Tazewell County,
Illinois (Graham, Russell W.)
tectonics see faults; structural analysis
see under structural geology under Gallatin Coun-
ty; Hamilton County; White County
see under structural geology
tektites see meteorites
terraces see under fluvial features under geomor-
phology
terrestrial crust see crust
terrestrial mantle see mantle
Ihermoliimlnesceiice see under geochronology
thorium—Isotopes
waste disposal: Applications of U-Th-Pb
isotope systematics to the problems of radioac-
tive waste disposal (Stuckless, J. S.)
Thornton Reef
New observations on northeastern Illinois
Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald G.)
Tioga Bentonlte
Potassium metasomatism and diffusion in
Cretaceous K-bentonites from the Disturbed
Belt, northwestern Montana and in the Middle
Devonian Tioga K-bcntonite, Eastern U.S.A.
(Altaner, Stephen Paul)
Tlskilwa Till Member
Glacigeiuc diamictons of late Wisconsinan age
at Wedron, Illinois (Socha, Betty J., et al.)
— Imbricate internal structure of Tiskilwa Till
near Bloomingtou, Illinois (Nelson, Robert
S.)
— Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of the Fox
River Valley, Kane County, Illinois (Curry,
B. Brandon)
Tontl Member
Aeolian to marine transition in Camhro-Ordo-
viciancratonic sheet sandstones ol the northern
Mississippi Valley, U.S.A. (Dott. Robert II.
Jr., etal.)
Towbridge Coal
Three Virgillinncoal beds, Maltoon Formation,
east-central Illinois (Weibel, C. l'ius)
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Trenton Group
trace elements see under geochemistry
see under geochemistry under Schuyler County;
sedimentary rocks; Stephenson County
tracks and (rails see ichnofossils
(ree rings see under geochronology
Trenton Group
Stratigraphical analysis of the Mid Ordovician
Trenton limestones from the GreatLakes states
(Sengupta, Arijeet)
(r llobltes—blostratlgraphy
Pennsylvanian: A Morrowan/Atokan limestone
from the lower Abbott Formation of southern
Illinois (Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
tritium see deuterium; hydrogen
tritium
—
geochemistry
ground water: Two-dimensional model of
tritium migration from a low-level radioactive-
waste disposal site near Sheffield, Illinois
(Holford, Diana J.)
runnels see under engineering geology
see under engineering geology under DeKalb
County; Du Page County; Kane County; Kendall
County
Two Rivers Till
Evidence for post-Twocreekan age of die type
Calumet Shoreline of Glacial Lake Chicago
(Schneider, Allan F.)
U
unconformities see under deposition under sedi-
mentation
underground Installations see under engineering
geology
underground water see ground water
Union County—structural geology
faults: Structural geology of the Stc. Genevieve
fault zone, soutlieastem Missouri and south-
western Illinois (Lumm, Donald K.)
United States—economic geology
coal: Mineral matter in Illinois and oilier U.S.
coals (Harvey, Richard D.)
fuel resources: Use of satellite imagery in dis-
covery and development ofshallow oil and gas
reserves (Bartley. J. H.)
mineral resources: The Midcontinent Strategic
and Critical Minerals Project; objectives and
status, October 1985 (Pratt, Waldcn P.)
water resources: Techniques for estimating
streamflow characteristics in the Eastern and
Interior coal provinces of the United Stales
(Wetzel, Kim L.)
United States—engineering geology
earthquakes: An assessment of damage and
casualties for six cities in the central United
States resulting from earthquakes in the New
Madrid seismic zone (Anonymous)
United States
—
geochemistry
isotopes: Geochemical evidence for Pleistocene
glacial mcltwatcr recharge to tlvc Cambrian-
Orovician aquifer in the North-Central United
States (Siegel, D. I.)
United States
—
geomorphology
glacial geology: Glacial geology and the North
American craton; significant concepts and con-
tributions of the nineteenth century (Totten,
Stanley M.)
United States
—
geophysical surveys
remote sensing: Use of satellite imagery in dis-
covery and development of shallow oil and gas
reserves (Bartley, J. H.)-
United Stoics—hydrogeology
ground water: Geochemical evidence for Pleis-
tocene glacial meltwater recharge to the
Cambrian-Orovician aquifer in the North-
Central United Stales (Siegel, D. I.)
United States
—
paleobotany
pteridopliytes: Phloem anatomy of the Car-
boniferous coenopterid ferns Anachoroptcris
and Ankyropteris ( Sniool, Edith L.)
United States—sedimentary petrology
sedimentary rocks: Sulfur isotopes related to
sedimentation conditions for metalliferous
black shales of Pennsylvanian age (Covency,
Raymond M., Jr.)
United States—stratigraphy
Mississippian: The Mississippian System; a
"made in America" system (Mcrk, George)
Pleistocene: Fossil insect faunas associated with
the maximum late Wisconsinan ice advance in
the northern United States (Morgan, A. V.)
United States—tectonophysics
crust: The deep crustal structure of the northern
Mississippi Embayment (Peters, D., et al.)
mantle: The decpcruslal structure of the north-
ern Mississippi Embayment (Pelers, D., et
al.)
Unnamed Coal
Three Virgillian coal beds, Mattoon Formation,
east-central Illinois (Weibel, C. Pius)
uranium—isotopes
waste disposal: Applications of U-Th-Pb
isotope systemalics to the problems of radioac-
tive waste disposal (Stuckless, J. S.)
uranium ores—mineral exploration /
isotopes: Uranium isotopic disequilibrium in
ground water as an indicator of anomalies
(Osmond, S. K., et al.)
Utlca Shale
Stratigraphical analysis of the Mid Ordovician
Trenton limestones from the Great Lakes states
(Sengupta, Arijeet)
Valparaiso Moraine
Drainage mechanisms of late Wisconsinan
glaciers in the Lake Michigan basin (Eraser,
Gordons.)
— Geologic framework of the Kankakee out-
wash plain, northern Indiana (Nelson, Kim
A.)
Van Oser Member
Aeolian to marine transition in Cambro-Ordo-
viciancratonic sheetsandstones of ihenortlicrn
Mississippi Valley, U.S.A. (Dott, Robert H.,
Jr., et al.)
Vandalia Till
Stratigraphy of the sediments within the
Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kempton, J. P.)
Vertebrata see Aves; fossil man; ichnofossils;
Mammalia: Reptilia
vertebrates see mammals
Vlrgillan Coal
Three Virgillian coal beds, Mattoon Formation,
east-central Illinois (Weibel, C. Pius)
W
Wabash Formation
Middle Silurian (Niagaran) sea level cycles;
North America and Europe (Lehmann, P. J.,
etal.)
Wadsworth Till Member
Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of the Fox River
Valley, Kane County, Illinois (Curry, B.
Brandon)
— The Yorkville-Wadsworth Till Member
boundary in the southern sector of the Joliet
Sublobe, northeastern Illinois (Killey, Myrna
M.)
Wnpsiplnicon Formation
Devonian stratigraphy in the Quad Cities area,
eastern Iowa-northwestern Illinois (Witzkc,
Brian J., et al.)
Warsaw Formation
Field trip guidebook to the geology of west-
central Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Gcodes; occurrence, origin, and mineralogy
(Hess, David F.)
— Introduction to the geology of west central
Illinois (McCracken, Willard A.)
— Stop 3; Keokuk Limestone and Warsaw
Shale, Grays Quarry (Collinson, Giarles W.)
— Stop 4; Type Warsaw, Geode Glen Park,
Warsaw (Collinson, Giarles W.)
— Stop G-l; Field trip 2B; Colchester Stone
Company quarry, Fountain Green Road
(Hess, David F.)
— Stop G-2; Field trip 2B; Occurrence and
mineralogy of Warsaw geodes, Geode Glen
Park, Warsaw (Hess, David F.)
waste disposal see under engineering geology;
environmental geology
see underengineering geology under data process-
ing; Macoupin County
see under environmental geology under Bureau
County; Stephenson County
see under isotopes under lead; thorium; uranium
waste disposal—radioactive waste
high-level waste: Applications of U-Th-Pb
isotope systemalics to the problems of radioac-
tive waste disposal (Stuckless, J. S.)
wntersee ground water; hydrogeology; hydrology:
water resources
water resources see under economic geology
see under economic geology under Jackson Coun-
ty; Perry County; Randolph County; United States
water supply see water resources
waterways see under engineering geology
Wedron Formation
Determination of hydraulic conductivity of gla-
cial tills from the Wedron Formation in central
Illinois: a comparative study of small and large
scale methods (Graves, Barbara Jean)
— Glacigenic diamictons of late Wisconsinan
age at Wedron, Illinois (Socha, Betty J., etal.)
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Yorkville Till Member
— Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of the Fox
River Valley, Kane County, Illinois (Curry,
H. Brandon)
— Stratigraphy of the sediments within the
Mahomet bedrock valley in Illinois
(Kemplon, J. P.)
— The Yorkville-Wadsworth Till Member
boundary in (lie southern sector of the Joliet
Sublobe, northeastern Illinois (Killey,
Myrna M.)
well-logging iff under geophysical surveys
vrell-loggtng—electrical logging
deep drilling: The Illinois Deep Hole Project; an
overview (Hinze, William J., et al.)
well-logging
—
Interpretation
deep drilling: Physical properties of the UPH-3
drill hole (Olhocfl, Q. R-, el al.)
permeability: Permeability measurements in
northern Illinois granite using a 1.6 km deep
hole (Haimson, Bezalel C.)
well-logging methods
boreholes: Performance of drillstem tests in
small diameter boreholes (Marinelli, Fred)
West Franklin Limestone
Standardizing stratigraphic nomenclature in lite
Pennsylvanian System of the Illinois Basin
(Jacobson, Russell J., et al.)
— Unifying nomenclature in the Pennsylvanian
System of the Illinois Basin (Jacobson, R. J.,
etal.)
Western Hemisphere see North America
White County—economic geology
fuel resources: White County poised lo go
deeper (Maslowski, Andy)
White County—geophysical surveys
seismic surveys: Seismic reflection profiling
studies of a buried Precambrian rift beneath tl>e
Wabash Valley fault zone (Sexton, John L.,
ct al.)
White County—structural geology
tectonics: Seismic reflection profiling studies of
a buried Precambrian rift beneath the Wabash
Valley fault zone (Sexton, John L., et al.)
Wllhelnil Formation
Discovery of radiolarians from northern Il-
linois; a preliminary report (Ling, Hsin Yi)
Wilheml Formation
New observations on northeastern Illinois
Silurian reefs (Mikulic, Donald O.)
Will County—hydrogeology
hydrology: Assessment of low-flow water
quality in the Du Page River, Illinois
(Freeman, W.O., etal.)
Will County
—
paleontology
Invertebrata : New categories for old fossils
(Harris, Paul)
Williamson County
—
paleobotany
pteridophyles: Vascular cambium and wood
development in Carboniferous plants; I,
Lepidodendrales (Cichan, Michael A.)
— Vascularcambium and wooddevelopment in
Carboniferous plants; II, Sphenophyllum
plurifoliatum Williamson and Scott
(Sphenophyllales) (Cichan, Michael A.)
Williamson County—stratigraphy
Pennsylvanian: Unifying nomenclature in the
Pennsylvanian System of the Illinois Basin
(Jacobson, R. J., et al.)
Winnebago County—geochronology
Quaternary: Age of surficial till of Boone and
Winnebago counties, Illinois; a soil-geomor-
phic analysis (McKenna, Dennis P.)
Winnebago County—stratigraphy
Precambrian: Map of the morphology of the top
of Precambrian crystalline rocks in Illinois
(Sargent, Michael L.)
Winnebago Formation
Age of surficial till of Boone and Winnebago
counties, Illinois; a soil-geomorphic analysis
(McKenna, Dennis P.)
— Allonian (early Wisconsinan) deposits in
northern Illinois; a review (Curry, B. Bran-
don)
Wise Ij«ke Formation
Engineering characteristics of bedrock for tlie
proposed superconducting super collider in Il-
linois (Bauer, Robert A., et al.)
Wonewoc Formation
Aeolian to marine transition in Cambro-Ordo-
v ic ian cratonic sheet sandstones of the northern
Mississippi Valley, U.S.A. (Dott, Robert H.,
Jr., et al.)
Woodbury Member
Lithostratigraphic revision within Upper Penn-
sylvanian Mattoon Formation, Illinois
(Weibcl, C. Pius)
— Resolution of stratigraphic disarray (Vir-
gilian of Illinois Basin) (Weibel, C. Pius)
Woodford County—stratigraphy
Pleistocene: Detritnl and authigenic pyrite in an
lllinoisan lacustrine silt, central Illinois
(Kirchner, James O.)
Yorkville Till Member
Quaternary glacial stratigraphy of the Fox
River Valley, Kane County, Illinois (Curry,
B. Brandon)
— The Yorkville-Wadsworth Till Member
boundary in the southern sector of tlie Joliet
Sublobe, northeastern Illinois (Killey,
Myrna M.)
zoogeography see biogeography
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